East asian
st udies
con tin ue to be
th reatened

Oil crisis
foreseen by
Duchesneau

The oil crisis is real ," according to Thomas Du-

che sneau , associate professor of Economics at the Uni-

versity of Maine, in a lecture in Dunn Lounge on Tuesda y , November 6.
Duchesneau first outlined the crisis, whic h h e
termed "un predictable." He noted that there are actual
shortages of oil in the United States and in the eastern
Eur opean countries, which in the long run will mean
hi gher prices. The problem in the United States stems
mainl y fr om governmental errors—emp has izin g increased supp ly rather than reduced consumption of available oil. According to Duchesneau , "the era of cheap
energy is over." The American way of life , i.e., large
cars , large house s, etc., has led to a high demand for
energy in the form of oil, and we are now bound to
see some changes.
Duchesneau cited three factors which are also influencing the crisis. The government has formulated
a Mandatory Allocation Program , the purposeof
which is to "spread the shortage around. " Essential ly, this program will affect the flow of heating
continued on pag e 9

Task force
stu dies science
faci lities

The Ph ysical Plant Task Force of the Committee to
Stu d y the Future of Colby has been and will continue
to be involved in studies of the classrooms and laboratories , offices, academic support facilities , dormitories ,
and recreational and social facilities at Colby. It was

begun m each area.
In September Mr. Albert Palmer , Chairman of the
Board of Trustees , and Mr. Wilson Piper , Chairman of
the Planning Committee of the Board of Trustees , invited the Task Force to present a report to their respective groups concerning the science facilities at Colb y.
Therefore , the Task Force , with the active partici pation of the Science D ivision and the Administration ,
undertook a detailed stud y which focused on the following four areas:
1. The growth and patterns of enrollment in science
courses in relation to the overall grow th of the college
were studied for the period 1955-1973. It was dis-

apparent from an initial review ot the physical plant ot
the college that three areas needed the immediate attention of the Task Force. These were the science,
theater and health facilities. Preliminary studies were

covered that
ences, most
creased at a
the college.

during these years enrollment in the scinotably biology and chemistry, had ingreater rate than the total enrollment of
Also , the increase of science majors had

Colby is unusual among small liberal arts colleges
in having an East Asian Studies program with an interdisciplinary major in that department. The rpogram
offers a broad range of possibilities, from language
and survey courses in various areas at Colby to study
abroad in Asia. The departm ent encourages study
abroad , and last year five Colby students spent their
junior year in three cities in Japan and one in Taiwan.
For these students the experience in Asia has been very
rewarding, perhaps the most valuable of their college
rewarding, perhaps the most valuable of their college
career.
Since its inception almost ten years ago, the East
Asian Studies program has held a less than secure position at Colby. In 1966 Professor George Elison first
offered Japanese history , and language after an interest was expressed. Prof. Y.T. Pan temporaril y filled
a position in the government department , followed by
Professor Sydney Rosen in 1971, offering East Asian
political science with a particular strength in Chinese
studies. Professor Eleanor Kerkham was broug ht to
Colb y to give instruction in Japanese language and literature and has been the sole faculty member in the
program who serves East Asian Studies only. Mr. Elison and Ms. Rosen also serve their respective department s of history and government. However , both Ms.
Kerkham and Ms. Rosen are leaving at the end of this
year , and the ir replacements have not been announced.
The progra m has been threatened by lack of funds
and therefore loss of faculty. Until now these financial an d political pressures have been countered successfully enough to continue it to date. Expected government fu nding was not received after cutbacks in 1966,
but private endowments have been tapped and Japanese fudning to U.S. institutions with commitments to
Japanese studies are being made increasing ly available.
Colb y already has private funds in the names of
Mellon , Matchette , and Gannett , for Humanities and
Social Sciences which this year contributed in part to
a series of East Asian lectures. The largest endowment
at Colby 's disposal is the Ziskin fund for the promotion
of East Asian Studies. The fund is not being used at
continued to page ten

grown 140%, chemistry majors over 150% , tor examp le.
2. A detailed analysis of space utilization in the
Keyes and Life Science Buildings was conducted in the
fall of 1972. Each and every laboratory and classroom
was studied with respect to the follow ing considerations : how often , at what times , by whom , and to what
capacity it was used. It was learned that the smaller
classrooms, not the lecture halls, were in use almost
all their available hours , and were suitable in size for
the classes they contained , being anywhere from 50%
to 90% filled. The lecture halls , however , had a lower
utilization rate , and were sometimes used by classes
which could be held in smaller rooms. The laboratories for the lower numbere d courses were found
to have a very high utilization rate , and filled
either to capacity or beyond. For the hig her courses,
however , the data varied tremendously due to the
increased specialization of the laboratories, Basically, however , both the capacity and the utilization
rate decreased.
3. Colby's science facilities and enrollment in
the sciences were compared with those of five
other New England colleges of our same genera l
size and type. These schools were Bates, Bowdoin ,
Trinity, Middlebury and Mount Holyoke. Colby
appeared as the only college in the group that had
not had a new building or a renovation made since
the construction of the original science buildings
(1948 for Keyes, 1951 for Life Science). Colby was
also found to have the lowest number of .net q <*square feet of science facility per enrollment in the
sciences.
4. A study of departmental needs for instruccontinued on page 9
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by George Ncuberger
International
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger
flew to Cairo last Tuesday for a round of
talks aimed at establishing an open-ended
agreement between Egypt and Israel following last month 's war. The agreement
announced Friday appeared to be a genuine compromise of the two sides' positions
and provided for the following:

saving lime throughou t the year , anil prepa re plans
for the unifor m rationi ng of gasoline should that
step become necessary.
Long- range plans advocated by Nixon include (hi
increased mining of coal , the construction of the
Alaska Pi peline , and greater research concerning
nuclear-power facilities.

Opini on

Comm ittee

Consolidation

Last Tuesday was election day in many states
and munici palities throughout the country, and the
results of some of the major elections were as
follows:
J.. Obersvanc e by both sides of the Security Council
cease-fire.
In New Jersey , Brendan Byrne , a Democratic
2. Immediate discussions concerning the return to
former judge defeated Charles W. Sandman , a conboundaries which had existed on October 22 , when
servati ve Republi can State Legislator. In the nation ' s
the cease-fire had been originally declared.
only other gubernatorial race , Virginia elected a
3. Nonmilitary supplies provided to the Egyptian
Republican , Mills Goddvvin over an independent
Third Corps which is surrou nded by Israeli troops
candidate , Henry Howell , the current Lieutenant
on the eastern side of the canal. ,
Governor who had the unofficial support of many
4. Similar supplies to Suez City , an Egyptian c ity
Democrats in the state.
under Israeli control.
In mayoral races , Abraham Bourne, the Demo5. Replacement of Israeli check points on the road
cratic candidate was elected overwhelmingly lo sucfrom Suez to Cairo by UN -manned checkpoints.
ceed John Lindsay who did not seek re-election:
6. Exchange of all prisoners of war as soon as pos
Beams 's major opponents included Republic John
sible.
Marchi , Liberal Albert Blumenlhal and conservative
Secretary Kissinger also arranged for restoraMario Biaggi . In other cities , Cleveland re-elected
tion of full diplomatic ties between the United States
Republican Ralph Perk; Detroit elected a black mayor ,
and Egypt. These relations were severed by Carnal
Coleman Young, a former state senator; and MinneaAbdel Nasser in 1967 , and his successor , Anwar
polis elected a Farm-labor Democrat Albert Hofstodc
Sadat had promised that relations would not bo norover incumbent Charles Stenvig, a former police
malized until American policy in the Middle East be- chief .
came more "evenhanded. "
The House of Representatives voted 284-135
last week to override President Nixon ' s veto of the
National
Presidential War Powers Bill. With four votes to
In a nationally televised speech last Wednesday,
spare , the Congress joined the Senate which had
President Nixon spoke at length concerni ng the national energy crisis which has been seriously aggrava- voted 75-18 to override the veto. The bill therefore
ted by recent oil boycotts by the Arab countries. Al- automatically becomes law withou t the President' s
ready in short supply before the war , energy supplies signature. This was the first veto to be overridden
have dwindled because of the boycott and are expected by the Congress , in this session, and it follows
seven unsuccessfu l attempts .
to become even shorter during the winter months .
President Nixon requested that citizens voluntarily decrease their consumption of energy by l owering- State ,
thermostats to 68 degrees , travelling at speeds not
Though there were no statewide races for political
in excess of 50 miles per hour , using car pools and
office in Maine , several referenda attracted voters
mass transportation systems whenever available , and to the polls. The most controversial of these was
decreasing the open hours of stores , offices , factor- the referendum concerni ng the establishment of a
ies , and schools. Several states have already lowered Power Authority for Maine (P. A.M. ). This proposal
the statu tory speed limit of highways within the state was defeated by a margin of approximatel y 3-2.
In another referendum , the voters approved and
and taken other steps to reduce gasoli ne consumption. The President also called on Congress to ease sent to the Legislature a proposal which would
environmen tal standards , impose uniform dayl ight
allow Maine to establish a lottery .

Premed
blues

by David Roulston
m
The governance structure of the college has been
M
a sou rce of continuing debate . The first manifestall
(ion of dissatisfaction with the status quo was the
M
student initiated "Proposals for a New Colby " in
m
February of 1969 >ivd the resultant chapel takeover in
m
March of the same yoa. - . Out of these activities camo
m
a proposal for a constitutional convention, conveniently *!B
called Con-Con I , with the purpose of devising a system M
of shared responsibility . The results of Con- Con I were §1
an increase in student and faculty influence in the
m
decision-making process. This was done by setting up m
the present committee system of 22 committees with
M
student and faculty members, the installation of student |
|
and faculty representatives to the board of trustees
,
|
|
student departmental committees , and to adjudicate
|
|
differences between faculty , ^ministration and students; If
a conference and review board (CRB) and an ombudsman. If
As per order of Con- Con I, another
| constitutional
|
convention (Con-Con II) was convened two years later. W
During the i nterim the shortcomings of Con- Con I
M
became apparent. The CRB and the |
office of Ombuds- |
man were proven to be totally ineffectual as evidenced
M
by the AFROTC compromise, review of the Dean 's
'<>«
¦
office , and the "Great Dana Bed Theft Case. " Student
inpu t through departmental committees was not the
M
panacea it was expected to be , and the committee
m
structure came to be viewed as just so much mere
If
red tape. The Commi ttee structure was hampered by
m
overlapping jurisdictions , the large size of the
|
committees themselves, and the existenc e of redundant 1
and extraneous committees.
1
Out of the unwieldy structure of Con-Con II came
the creation of yet another committee, the Committee
on Committees and Governance. The CRB and office
of Ombudsman were abolished. The Committee on
Committees was instructed to set up a faculty-student
senate along specific guidelines , to consolidate and
clarify the committee structure, and to develop a philosophy of shared responsibility. The committee
finished its deliberations last June and offerred two
proposals. The committee negated its instructions
concerning the Senate and in its place offered a very
diluted version of shared responsibility in the form of
a Legislative Review Committee. This proposal was
defeated by the faculty in its October meeting. Because
of a lack of time and inclination , the committee
on Committees did not formulate a philosophy of
shared responsibility. The committee did offer a
proposal for committee consolidation. This proposal
called for the abolition of 10 committees ( Archicontinucd to page tec-

mission (one year Biology, two years Chemistry , one into just such a bind as described above. It is easy |«
year Physics , one year Math) can completely prefor me , already in my second year , to tell people to " J
pare the student for the content delivered in medical
take thai Art course if they want to, but much more
|
school , since it is aimed specifically at the human
difficult for you to act on those desires.
i
(rather than the dogfish shark or fetal pig), and is
Medical schools no longer emphasize the stringent |
generally directed toward medical , rather than
science backgrounds that were once encouraged.
<m
theoretical problems. Biochemistry at Colby is an
Around half of the entering classes at the University m
excellent course , but even students with strong
of Vermont Medical College , for example, have
1
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medical
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i
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No college courses , other than those requ ired for ad- present is so Intense that students aro often driven

Energy crisis :
Is the wel l
half-empty or
half -full?

by Jeff Frankel
President Nixon 's energy speech last week was
welcomed by many of those concerned with the
energy cr isis and the cold winter ahead. The speech,
however, should have been made years ago. This situation that the Administration and the nation
faces did not start last month when the Middle
Eastern oil-producing nations shut off their supply
to us. Rather, it is a phenomenon that has been
building up over the past few decades due to several
related reasons.
There are conflicting theories, supported by
peop le representing various interests , as to why this
energy problem occurred. Some claim that several
of the larger energy companies are taking advantage
of their monopolistic abilities to create an artificial
fuel shortage to raise the price of oil and to force
the independent Companies out of business, and that
this energy cartel subverts the public interest by the
political means of effective lobbies and huge campaign
contributions. This argument concludes that the
energy industry, since it operates in a private enterprise
system, can not inherently be concerned with the
welfare of the general public since its primary incentive
and goal is profit for itself and its stockholders.
There are, however, other views on the matter. The
various energy industries point to Federal intervention
as a source of much of the problem . They claim that
for a long period of time the government has regulated
the price of natural gas moving in interstate commerce,

keeping it at a very low rate. This incredibly low
price has ! had several effects. First, the price made
gas the most economic fuel on the market, causing
it to outsell most other fuel sources such as coal and
oil. As a result these other sources, due to their
now-limited market, declined in terms of exploration,
development and sales, thus leaving natural gas to
supply a great deal of the energy demand.
This would have been fine, especi ally for the natural
gas business, were it not for the fact that these
extremely low prices also prevented the industry
from generating the capital funds to finance the search,
recovery, and refining of petroleum in amounts
large enough to meet the nation 's ever-increasing
energy needs. While their annual profits are quite
large, the industry claims the amount is not large
enough to put a percentage of. it back into recovery
and not lose money.
Thus we have a net result of an energy source
which , due to Federal price regulation , can not
generate enough capital to expand its production ,
while other sources, such as coal , are in great abundance but currently can not be recovered fast enough
due to the primative development of recovery techniques.
The mention of coal brings another aspect into
focus. Numerous environmental protection laws
have restricted and forbidden the use of several
fuel sources, especially coal, with serious results.
Limiting the use of coal only places more reliance
on natural gas, thereby multip ly ing the above-mentioned
problem. The evolution of coal recovery is further
slowed down when certain types of coal and methods
of recovery can not be used.
Granted no one wants to breathe sulpher and
carbon emissions, but the environmental controv ersy
must be viewed in perspective. To have a clean
environment but a less-than-minimum supply of
energy, the one factor that keeps this nation moving,
would be an empty victory . Needless to say, a compromise must be reached between the two sides
rather than continuing the all-out war. Environmental
protection is necessary, but with this energy crisis

"on the spot ". Transcripts should be ordered at
least 10 days before they are needed , and deadlines
noted clearly.
Basic information contained on Colb y 's transcri pt
(and those of most colleges) are the full name of the
student , his date and place of birth , date of admission ,
and the name of the secondary school or college
from which he was admitted. The dates of attendance
at Colby are noted , and the numbers , titles, credit
hours, and grades of all courses taken at Colby. Also
noted are the student 's major , dare of graduation ,
and any academic honors earned , such as Phi Beta Kappa ,
b y George Coleman , Registrar
cum laude , etc. Dean 's List is noted if pertinent ;
A student 's academic record at almost any
on the other side of the coin , Committee on Standing
college or university can be succinctly presented in
action , such as probation , removal from probation ,
a document known simply as his "transcri pt ".
or academic dismissal , are also noted , sin ce a ll of
Transcri pts are routinel y ordered from the Registrar
these derive from the student 's academic record. If the
of the institution , but most students do not understudent withdraws from college, the fact and date
stand full y what inf ormation is or is not included
are noted , because not only is the transcript a
on one.
record of the student 's academic history but more
The Registrar's Office at Colby maintains a perbasi cally serves as an official document attesting
manent record card for each student who has ever
to dates of attendance. Subjective data , such as
taken a course here. In addition to entries about
academic warnings or rea son f or wi t hdrawal , ( e.g.,
specific courses taken , and grades earned , this card
transfer , medi cal, personal r easons ) are no t made
in cludes background information and entries about
part of the transcript , a l t hough t hey do appear on
vari ous administrative actions pertaining to the student.
the permanent record card for internal reference.
For ex amp le, for internal advising purposes the student 's
Any credits accepted in transfer toward the
SAT and achi ev emen t scor es appear on t his card ,
Colby d egree , whe t her earned at an ot her college b y
an d a record of academic warnings. For identification
a transfer , during a juni or year abroad , o r during
purposes , t he studen t 's da t e and place of birth ,
summer sessions , are no t i t emized o n Colb y 's
names of paren t s, home address a t t ime of admissi o n ,
t ranscri p t. The only entry is a statement that a
and secondary school arc entered. The card also
certain number of hours have been accepted from
contains a check-list of gradua t io n requiremen t s,
another institution , and the dates during which those
so it can provide a convenient reference check on
credits were earned. Thus a student applying for
the current status of a student.
employment or for graduate school must have
A t many ins t i t u t i o ns , most ly t hose in whi ch t he
t ranscrip t s in suppor t of his applica t ion sen t from
regist rar 's opera tions are served entirely by compu ter,
all colleges attended. The basic reason for this is
t he t ranscrip t is no more t han a mechanical copy
t ha t only the regist rar of t he inst it u t ion at which
o f t he permanen t record card . Colby 's cards contain
red its are earned can certif y them. There is one .
som e information not pertinent for external purapparen t exception to this policy: because official
poses, and are main tained manually with the inevitable
records are of ten difficult to extract from foreig n
errors , erasures, and corrections that go with such
colleges, Colby will forward copie s of transcri pts
a system. For these reasons a transcript master
or evalua tions of students who have participated
form is abstracted from the permanent record card ,
in approved foreign stud y programs. This would
which in turn is Xeroxed and sent out when transcri pts
no t app ly t o par t icipan t s in programs sponsored b y
are requested . Because this involves several steps,
other American colleges, and for whom transcripts
it is usually no t possible t o prepare a t ranscrip t
arc issued b y the sponsoring institutions.

Registrar
explains grades
and cumulative
averages

upon us we may temporarily have to ease back the
standards to utilize the needed Alaskan oil, th e abundant supply of coal, and the fifty nuclear power
p lants that "have been held up due to environmental
restrictions and red tape. Sources point to a large
supply of oil located in the off-shore continental
shelf. This area is for the most part under governmental
control and off-limits to oil companies. These areas
will have to be opened up. It should be noted that
of the fourteen thousand off-shore wells drilled ,
there have been only three significant accidents.
Returning to President Nixon 's energy speech,
several of its points must be met with a critical eye.
Admittedly, any effort made by the Administration
to ease the problem will help, even if its benefits are for
the most part psychological. But the Administration 's
energy proposals seem to be mainly oriented toward
a short term problem and not toward the energy
crisis that will be with us for many years after we
make it through this winter. It is doubtful whether
business hours, commercial air flights, and household
temperature can be substantially reduced for any
long period of time. These are short-term measures.
Furthermore, although fuel rationing, fuel taxation ,
and motor vehicle restrictions can help stretch the
supplies we now have, these proposals do little to
gain us additional fuel sources. This is the heart
of the matter. The nation 's population will expand by
37 million between 1970 and 1985 , increasing the
gallons of oil consumed a day from 700 million
to one billion in that time period. Mere fuel allocation
will not solve the energy problem. Since it is politicall y
and economically unwise for this nation to rely on
large quantities of foreign fuel , we must full y develop
our domestic natural resources ( with environmental provisions) and at the same time drasticall y
expand our research and development of new
energy sources that will undoubtedl y be needed
to reach our goal of self-sufficiency. All this calls
for increased cooperation between government and
industry. Neither sector can successfully and completely accomplish the task alone; they must work
together.
Cumulative average and rank in class are included
on a transcript upon specific request. Some app lications
require this information; most do not. They are
not included routinel y because averages can be
computed in several different ways, and rank in
class is a derivative of the average. Cumulative averages
computed by the Colby registrar include all graded
Colby courses, whether passed or failed. They do
not include any transferred credits, non-graded
courses, or courses taken Pass/Fail. Colby is on a
4-point system , which means that 4 quality points
are earned for each hour of "A", 3 for each hour
of "B" , 2 for "C", 1 for "D", and 0 for "F". Alth ough
plus and minus entries appear on transcripts for
their subjectiv e value, no adjustment is made for them
in computing averages. Many computerized operations
add or subtract .3 or ,25 for pluses or minuses;
hence a "B+ " might be "worth" 3.3, and a "B-"
only 2.7. The Law School Data Assembly Service,
for example , adjusts for pluses and minuses when
computing averages to be distributed to law schools.
It should be borne in mind by the student that it
is quite legitim ate for him to include all gra de s earned
at all colleges when computing his personal grade
poin t average.
To guard against the possibility of alteration , it is
the policy of most institutions to identif y clearl y
any transcript delivered to the individual whose
record is summarized , an d to have means t o dis t inguish
an officiall y certified transcri pt. Colby 's official
t rans crip t s bear t he facsimile signa t ure of t he regis t rar ,
and the embossed seal of the college. Transcri pts
delivered to students arc stamped "Student Copy ",
and do no t bear t he signature or seal; in every other
respec t, t hey ar£ iden t ical to official t ranscri pts,
because they are. prepared from the same master.
Thus if an official t ranscrip t is needed for a par t icular
applica t ion it must be sen t direc t ly from the registrar 's
office. If it must accompany the application , the
student may leave the app lica t ion at t he regis t rar 's
office to be sent with the transcript.
On a different subject , it is of great importance
t ha t Colb y 's graduation requirement is not stated in
terms of average. Both the 105 and 120 hour systems
require "210 quality points in 105 credit hours".
This means simply that a student must pass 105 graded
hours , and earn 210 quality points in these courses, and

continued to page ten

The Potenti al
Demise of
East As ian Studies

East Asian Studies at Colby has
fought for its survival. Now established,
the program is in danger of being destroyed despite a continuing interest in the
field as evidenced by the large turnouts
for the East Asian lecturers here this
semester. When.Professor Chan first
spoke here, standing room only was
available in Lovejoy. Schwartz and
Bodde drew similarly large and enthusiastic crowds .
Soon there will be a need to replace
faculty members in the East Asian field.
Some departments are considering hiring
faculty to teach in East Asian Studies
as well as another fields .Such a move will
severely dilute the already small department. How likely is it that Colby will be
able to acquire any faculty member sufficiently specialized in two fields ?
Furthermore, funds which could
strengthen the department are presently
waiting to be used. The school also
has other funds which can easily be
transferred to East Asian Studies.
For once Colby has instituted a program that is both innovative and relevant
It would be unfortunately typical of this
Liberal Arts playpen if the East Asian
Studies program were to be terminated.

Energy

Crisis
Colby College, seemingly cushioned
from the troubles of the outside world ,
has found itself included in the nationwide energy crisis. Whether the national
crisis is real or imagined is not the
issue. A fuel shortage exists for Colby
and its alleviation will depend upon two
alternativ e forms of action. The preferable form is volunteer ism. Colby students can voluntarily conserve energy by
following the advice given on numerous
campus notices. The other plan , which
applies nationally .-.as well as at Colby,
involves forced restriction through
regulations or laws. This plan will go
into effect if volunteer ism fails. On the
national level volunteerism has a limited
chanc e of success. CBS commentato r
Eric Severeid cited as an example the
proposed 50 MPH speed limit. Today,
he noted , people do not feel the necessity
to drive at 50 MPH unless the "other
guy " is going slower also. Therefore
most everyone zips along at their normal
h igh fuel-wasting speeds. When the
pinch forces the government to write
laws saying they have to slow down th ey
will willingly comply—but only under
threat of punishment.
Colby should not ne ed to turn to strict
regulations. Rather than a sprawling
nation we are a small collegei community.
Common sense, and tlie Colby Environmental Council, has previously dictated p
power conservation. Now it Is official,
Voluntarily we will have to inconvenience
ourselves.
Actually it is not a matter of lifestyles being hindered so much as simply
remembering to turn out unnecessary
lights , and other energy consuming
sources. For most students it will be a
a novel experience , but everyone In
the college must share the slight Incon
venlences. Hopefully camaraderie '
rat h er t h an com plaints will be the end
product.

a student (in this case many students ; I have not
been the only one to complain to various administrative personnel) goes to Eustis with a reasonable
suggestion, why must that suggestion go unheeded?
Why must he be shuffled through Colby ' s bureaucracy
with a few pleasant smiles and false assurances—
"we 'll take care of it right away "—or some such
thing ? If they don 't plan on doing anything, why can't
they come out and say so? Why must they slowly
bridge the gap between evasive answering and outright lying ?
Regretfully submitted this
Eleventh day of November ,
1973.
Ned Stanton
P. S. It' s now Sunday morning. The ducks have frozen in. Ansel Grindall, awakened by a phon call ,
remarked that he had been keep ing his eyes on them.
Further , he told the caller that if students just spread
the word to leave the ducks alone, the first time they
the ducks were still in Johnson Pond. Monday nigh t
left the water , B & G would remove them from the
had been quite cold, and a thin sheet of ice had formed
area. Should we believe him ? Or better yet , why
on all but a small area in the center of the pond—
should we believe him?
and in this area , were the ducks. All r could think of
was last year when these feathered friends of ours
P. P. S. Before slipping the letter under the ECHO
had been left in the water after the entire surface
offic e door Sunday afternoon , I thought it might be
had frozen. As the ice closed in from the shores towise for me to take a walk down to the pond to see
wards the center , they were forced to climb up onto
if there were any new developments in this rapidly
the ice. Here they were left vainly attempting to walk
unfolding saga. There certainly were. When I
to the shore. Several Colby students noticed the
arrived , I was amazed to see approximately fif ty
ducks—the word spread—and fairly soon there were
nearly a dozen of us on the edge of the pond. It was
^^
a pathetic sight. Hav e you ever seen a duck try ing
to walk on ice ? There ' s no way! It' s absolutely impossible. Ducks just weren 't cut out for that. Two of
the ducks had exhausted themselved to the point where
they were unable to stand on their feet. The others
were rapidly approaching the same state. We all were
at a loss as to what to do. Finally, one girl called
the Waterville Humane Society. They in turn called
the Waterville Fire Department which soon arrived
with a small boat equipped with an outboard motor.
They cracked the ice, launched their rescue craft , and
and proceeded to chase the now terrified ducks arou nd
the pond. It took the better part of an hour to catch
the entire group.
Runnals Union
In an attempt to avoid a repeat performanc e this
Y Colby College , W a terville , M aine 049 01
year , on last Tuesday I called Dean Smith ' s office.
Telephone 873-1131 , extension 240
I figured it was just an over-sight and a simple
Founded in 1877 , the Colby Echo is published
phone call would correct matters. The past four
days have shown me that I was sorely mistaken. The
weekly except during vacations and examination
Dean was not in, but his secretary took the message ,
per iods by the students of Colby College, and
promising to tell Dean Smith about the ducks when he
printed by the Valley Times of Pittsfield , Maine.
returned from lunch. I guess my inborn suspicion
Entered as second class matter at the Post Office ,
of the administration led me down to Eustis that same
W a t er ville , Maine . Accepted by mailing at a speday to voice my dissatisfaction in person. When I
cial rate of postage provide d for in Section 1 103 ,
arrived , Dean Smith was busy, but his secretary said
Act of October 3, 1917 as amended , and authorthe Dean had been notified and that he was going to
ized on December 24 , 1918.
call Buildings and Grounds about the matter (they
All opinions expressed in this newspaper not diare supposed to be in charge of the physical removal
rectly attributed or identified are those of the
of the ducks).
Colby Echo.
I was relieved. I had gotten a firm assurance that
The Echo assumes no responsibility for the return
the problem would be taken care of. A gain , due to my
or safekeeping of unsolicited manuscripts or photolack of confidence in the Eustis people I was not surgraphs.
prised to find that on Friday the ducks were still in
Editor-in-Chief
Pamela Brownstein
the pond. Once more I found myself knocking on
Associate Editors
Diana Krauss
Dean Smith 's door. This time I got a personal meetLinden Summers III
ing with him. As expected , the Dean ' s office displayed its proficiency in "buck passing. " First I
Business Manager
Joe Johnson
was told that the college never stocks the pond with
Advertising and
ducks. Rather it was students and Waterville resiCirculation Managers
Artie Bell
dents who supplied them. Further , I was told that the
Mary Mabon
administration simply took the responsib ility of maAdvertisin g Design
Larry Cappiello
king sure that they were removed prior to winter as
Design Editor
Bra d Smith
a service to the community— isn 't that noble of them ?
Composition and
Then I was told that it was B & G' s responsibility for
Design Staff
Carol Auskelis
removing them. On this I proceeded to a campus
Karen Fellows
telephone to call Mr, B & G himself , Ansel Grindall
Steven
Schlerf
Mr. Grindall assured me , that the duclcs would be
Bill Silverman
removed. I tried to Impress upon him the fact that
Copy
Staff
Steve
Capaldo
the weekend weather forecast called for temperatures
Deb Smith
well below freezing. If the ducks were not removed
would
be
In
the
pond
all
Sports
Cheryl Booker
that day—Friday—they
weekend.
Gay Peterson
I' m sorry to say that I' m writing this letter on
Brad Cohen
Saturday afternoon , and the ducks have not been reDan Rapapor t
moved. Only time will let us know when and if this
Contributing Staff
Anita Baldwin
will ever occur.
Sue Dugdale
I must say that I really can 't fa thom why this
Nancy
McGarrnh
whole situation has arisen. The College claims to
George Ncubor Rer
be so concerned that it maintain a good relationship
Pat RnchHl
with the city of Waterville. It posts little pink notices around campu s asking Colby students to keep
Terry Rcilly
the noise down when standing at Colby corner.
Carol Smart
Why ? So that tho Waterville residents In that part
Susan Staples
of the city are not disturbed. Yet the college insists
Natalie Slobodnik
on leaving itself open for criticism , now two years
Photography
Mark Garfield
running, from at least one other section of that
Carol Wood
community . And what upsets me moro Is that when
To the Editors:
It is only with the greatest.indignation that I am
forced to write this letter. I had hoped , for two reasons , that the employment of my literary skills (or
more probably, the lack of them) would not be necessary. First , I did not want to expos e what seemed
to be the Colby Administration ' s ineptness at handling its everyday chores. And second , I figu r ed I
could remain my apathetic self and avoid the expenditure of the time and effort involved in writing a
letter to the ECHO.
On Tuesday a week ago, I was strolling from
Roberts Union towards the library when I noted that
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of the "facts " delivered by the individual respons ible for
tion.
for organizing and promoting the bust concert by the
There is one other statement in the editorial
which should be corrected. The au thor states that a bust Rhinestones, T im Glidden.
First, Glidden left Randy only two weeks to prostudent's car is assessed along with other assets of
duce
the poster , a near impossibility under the circumthe student and his family. This is not true. Our
Needs Analysis procedures (the College Scholarship stances. Randy accepted the breakneck job only as a
procedures followed by the majority of institutions of favor to Tim, and under the condition that he 'd be
higher education in this country) does not include an allowed complete freedom in the poster 's design. This
was granted. No specifications . Pictures , if desired ,
assessment of the value of family automobiles for
tqxing purposes. Information on automobiles is re- were supplied.
And the price , Ms. Baldwin ? Overcharged?
quired in the Parent's Confidential Statement, however , to give the Financial Aid Officer an opportun- Randy and I, after reading your ignorances of Nov. 8,
ity to determine the pattern of expend itures of a fam- itemized our expenses and discovered our cost to be
$160. 00. Glidden was charged $165.00. Overcharged?
ily in relationship to their income and other assets.
I worked with Randy for 40 hours, for $38, as a favor
In a dditi on , it should be stated that the college
to
a friend . He worked for 60 hours without pay,
has established this year a transportation allowance
and
included the design gratis , as a favor to a
for students receiving financial aid , amounting this
"fr iend. " I will gladly supply the list of expenses to
year to the equivalent of four round trip bus tickets
Ms. Baldwin, if she discovers herself incredulous.
between their home and Colby, computed on GreyFinally, to the charge that an erotic image is
hound rates . The student is thu s assisted in his
irrelevant to the rock concert ethos: if Ms. Baldwin
travel from home to college , a program which dimwould
consider the origin of the boogie-rhythm, she
To the Editors:
inishes the necessity for a student to have a car ,
I read with interest the article and editorial
might discover considerably more than the toothunless a student wants one strictly for convenience ,
brushing tempo,
which appeared in the last issue of the Colby Echo
a situation which the Financial Aid Committee does
John Witte
(No vember 8, 1973). I am pleas ed that the Echo is
not support.
interested in conveying to students the Financ ial
As far as the editorial comment on campus jobs
Aid policy of the college, but I noted a few inadveris concerned , I simply would refe r the author to the
tent errors which I feel should clarified. As you
can readily appreciate, accuracy is important in des- article on the first page which describes that job
preferences are first given to seniors , then to the
cribing such a vital facet of our college operations
juniors and sohpomores in that order. This is a reawhich affects so man y of our studnets.
sonable deferenc e to seniority .
The article on Page 1 essentially is correct in
Finally, once a student- has been assigned to a
describing the manner in which campus jobs are a
department
, it .is up to the student and his or her
assigned to students on financial aid. However, there
employer to establish the schedule of working hours.
are two points which are in error and should be corAs
stated in the Financial Aid Policy Pamphlet , the
rected. First , the article correctly states that $1250
maximum
hours recommended is 10, a figure es tabis the maximum amount of self-help. However , the
lished to insure that a student is not required to work
amount of self-help is not affixed at $1250 , but
so many hours a week that it would be detrimental
varies according to the amount of need as expressed
through a thorough analysis of the Parents ' Confiden- to his or her studies and to insure that as many stutial Statement ( or the Student Financial Statement in dents as possible are given the opportunity for a
campus work assignment at a reasonable number of
the case of an independent student) . While the rehours.
quired levels of self-help may be changed by the
If I am informed of instances when a student has
Financial Aid Committee when it feels necessary to
To the Editors:
not
received a reasonable number of hours (usually
do so, the current self-help formula for an upperThis weekend I was in attendance at two theaconsidered
as
6
to
10
hours
per
week)
I
make
every
classman is the first $650 of need plus 30% of remaintrical performances in Waterville. The first was
effort
to
get
additional
hours
for
him
or
her.
I
ing need (rounded to the nearest $10) . In other words ,
Powder and Wig ' s presentation of The Beggar 's
self-help is not $1250 for all financial aid rec ipients , think that any student who has come to me for this
Opera. The second was Waterville High School' s
kind
of
assistanc
e
would
verify
this
fact.
but varies according to the formula stated above. The
presentation of an obscure 20 s musical called Good
I
regret
the
length
of
my
letter
to
you
,
but
it
is
$1250 maximum is imposed to limit the amount of
News .
essential to clarify these points which have been reGood News and Beggar ' s Opera have many simiself-help, regardless of the student's need. For
ported in the Echo articles. Every effort is made
larities: both are fairly mediocre, both dramatically
example, the $1250 self-help begins at $2600 of need ,
by the Financial Aid Committee and my office to have
and mus ically . The performances also had many simbut does not increase even though the student 's needs
as comprehensive and equitable a financial aid proilarities: the acting and sing ing were on a par ,
may go well beyond that point.
gram as possible. Students and parents are encouraged
and the orchestras were equally effectiv e in drowning
As was expressed in the article, it is the Finanto see me regarding any questions or problems conout the singers. But here the similarities end.
cial Aid policy of the college to offer campus s tudent cerning financial aid which may arise.
'
First the sets. Powder and Wig ' s set was divided
work opportunity to financial aid recipients on the
Thank you for this assistance in making the above
into two parts. On the left was a raised platform
basis of need. The students with the highest selfinformation known to students through the Echo.
which was used onc e in the first act and merely
help requirement among the upperclassmen are
Sincerely,
took up space in the other two. In the back was a
given the first opportunity for campu s work positions
Sidney W. Farr
large white wall with the orchestra sitting in the
In the even t that not enough jobs exist to help every
Director of Financial Aid
upper right hand corner of it. In this wall was a hidfinancial aid recipient, this policy assures us that
den prison door that was exposed at the proper times,
To the Editors:
students having the greater amount of need are given
(like a scene in the Peachum 's sitting room). I for
Allow me to address a few words of rebuttal to
this assistnace in meeting their self-help requireone got very tired of looking at it.
Anita Baldwin , author of the article appearing in the
ment.
The Waterville production was centered on a
Nov. 8 issue of the ECHO , entitled "Reaction to the
Incidentally , freshmen are not awarded campus
platform depicting the outside of a building . The platjobs purposely to permit them to have more time for
Rhinestones Poster. " I assisted the artist , Randy
Marino , in the poster 's production; I have the greatest form revolved (!) to show the inside of a building.
study and adjustment to campus life. Freshman selfhelp is limited to $650. Upperclassmen eligible for
regard for Randy as a friend , and the greatest esteem There were also a set of stairs and an archway. All
were rearranged and changed in a variety of ways,
for his sincerity and , yes , his tenacity, as an artist.
campus jobs are not required to accept any work opthroughout the play. They were constructed of egg
Regarding sexism. There are those among the
portunities assigned to them if it can be demonstrated
cartons . I enjoyed looking at them.*
that it would seriously affect their academic program hirsute Feminist Movement who would encourage the
At this point I must say that the Waterville i'reelimination of the sexual organs as subjects available
or if they do have some physical disability which 3
duction had the advantage of being performed on a
to the artist. They would encourage regression to
would not make a campus job opportunity feasible.
psychos is-inflicted Victorian prudery , the consequences larger stage , with better lighting equipment, a
One other point in the article on the first page
of which we are still struggling to overcome. I would stage thrust and no hissing radiators. But this Is not
needs clarification. It must hav o been a typographia letter to criticize Colby 's lack of any theatrical
suggest to Ms. Baldwin that she consider the present
cal error which printed the figu re of $73, 000 which
facilities (though one Is certainly in order).
necessity for differentiating the erotic in art from
is awarded annually in the form of gift scholarship.
As in all high school plays, there were too many
This figure should read $730, 000 , a figure which was the pornographic , for encouraging an elevation of
people in the chorus of Good News. However , unlike
sexual consciousness out of its still septic state , to
stated In the Financial Aid broc hure for the past
the extras In the Beggar 's Opera they seemed to
that of a high , and very present , reality . The design
academic year. In actual fact , this figure has been
know what they were doing on stage. In crowd scenes
Marino and I chose for the poster has been for weeks
increased In response to the needs among our stuthey moved. And not just In the center of the stage.
now in the files of the prestigious Avant Garde
dents.
The "productions numbers " inGobd News were
mngnzino , under consideration for publication. We
I think It is particularly Important to clarify the
part
policy as It relates to statements made In the editor- arc not , Ms. Baldwin , speaking here of n pornographic , tastefully choreographed and for the most
cleanly executed. How much bawdy body bumping
or "blantantl y sexist", image.
ial on Page 4 of the same Issue of the Echo. The
can ono audience be expected to take ?
Concerning the general response from the Colby
author of tho article was essentially correct in staIn short, as much as It hurts one to say it, the
community , consider the fact that every poster hung
ting the reasons why tho Financial Aid Committee
Waterville High production was more professional .
had finally to bo slashed numerous times , after being
restricts tho use of automobiles by financial aid rethan that of Powder and Wig. The Beggar 's Opera
peppered with staples. Then , thoy remained. Those
cipients. The feeling of the Committee is that If a
as poor a choice of a show as it was to begin with
student has funds available to operate an automobile , whoso disgust drove them to remove the poster were
was made even worse by the lack of the professionaland that au tomobile Is used essentially for convonlen clearly concerned for keeping the poster Intact: Odd.
I
can
speak
for
aesthetic
ism that was shown by the Waterville High group In
awareness
't
of
Colby
s
'
those funds should bo utilized to support educational
janitors
whose
their play.
outrage
Ms. Baldwin ' s privy to.
costs. This la particularly important when one realFurther , Ms. Baldwin has done the ECHO the
Well , I got one n igh t of good enterta inment th is
izes that not all financial aid recipients havo autogreatest
disservice
possible
by
claiming
weekend
. Too bad I couldn 't find it at Colby,
rumors
for
mobiles and to permit some to have cars and others
fact.
She
might
have suspected Inaccuracy especially
Yours truly,
not to have thorn , would create an inequitable situaR, Spencer Wright '74
people scattered around the pond. In the water two
people , a Colby student and someone I did not recognize , were paddling arou nd in a canoe chasing the
last of the six ducks . After they had captured the
duck and placed it with the others in the back of a
waiting van, I asked the man in the canoe whether
he was a Waterville resident. He said that he was. He
went on to say that he was a member of the Waterville
Fire Department and that a passing patrol car had see
the ducks in the pond and asked that someone from
the Fire Department come up and remove them. I
asked him where he was going to take the ducks . He
said to the fire department. He continued , that on
Monday morning they would be taken to the Humane
Society .
Congratulations, Mr. Grindall, you have kept •
your streak going. Two years running the Fire Department has bailed you out. Even though I will
graduate in June , I may come back next fall to see if
you can complete a hat trick.

Frenzied beardless youths invade City Hall
attempt to register as crowd looks on
by Frank Fiore , Scott P. Smith, Liz Taintor
"You know, I never forget a face , however , in
your case I"U make an exception. " Groucho Marx.
Foreward: Strange as it seems , the events which
we are about .to describe are all true , to the best of
our knowledge. This really happened! You may not
be able to decide if the whole thing is serious , or a
j oke , which is fine sinc e we can 't decide that either!
At any rate
Act I Scene I
Election day, 1973 , Waterville , Maine. 9 a. m:
treacherous trio tromps out of house , heads in direction of Opera House , also home of City Hall. Into the
clerk s office for the purpose of registering to vote.
Trio: "Hi , we 're here to register. "
Clerk: "Sorry , not until 10, in the next office , O.K. 7
Trio : "O.K. "
1:30 p. m. back to ctiy ahll. Trio: "Hi , we ' re here to
register. "
Them" "Where do you live?" Us: 9 Lawrence St. "
Them (assuming an accusing tone): "D o you kids go to
Colby?" Us-. "W ell, uh, yeah. " ThemV'Well, I' m
sorry but we can 't register you to vote. Us: • "What?" '
Them:"You can 't register. You ' re not Waterville residents if you go to Colby so we can 't register you.
Sorry!" The trio , at this point .desponds. Where had
we gone wrong , that we are feared to pollu te the
ranks of Waterville ' s electorate. We ' ve maintained
a reasonable standard of living, paid our rent on
time , even held down a job or two occasionally.
Us: "But we live here. " Them: "No you don 't—you
just go to school here. I'll bet none of you are married. If you re not married you ' re a kid and wherevei
your parents live is your legal residence. " U s:
"Wha-at? That is outrageous ! !" Liz (unable to further restrain herself): ""That' s rediculous , it is entirely irrelevant whether or not we 're married... "
Them.: "You college kids think everything is irrelevant so ... " Liz:"We don t belong to our parents ,
we 're not minors you know. We ' re not kids ! !"'
Them: "Don 't talk back to me, you... "
(The trio is not getting flustered) "Is there any law
or rule that says we can 't register here , w ell , is
there?? " "Ha ! Yes there is dearie , wait a second ,
I'll show you kids , here it is , read this:... [Note :
as near as we can recall this is what the book
said:[ "Article 4, Section 6: No person may establish
his res idency for purposes of voter registration, by
reason of enrollment at an educational institution...
Scott: "So what? Can 't you understand that that s
not how we are establishing our residency ?" Them:
"Don 't give me that , you are so!" Scott: "We
happen to live in Waterville , we pay rent here , we
pay bills here , we work here , read the Sentinel
sometimes even.... " "You go to school here!"
"Yes , we go to school here. " "Sorry, but it says
here you can 't register to vote if you go to Colby and
that' s that!"
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by Barbara Forney
. .
got
to
be
a
staple
of
the
student dietPizza has
as a matter of fact I read somewhere that pizza is a
nutritionally sound diet , too. In case you never eat
anything else , you will not got rickets or beriberi
or even scurvey. So, this week I ate pizza.
Pizza In Maine has the same problems that a lot
of the Maine delicatessen foods have. In my opinion ,
they have been transplanted too far and have lost a
lot in their travels. For example , there is no pizza
place around which does not use ready-made shells
(yuch). I am sorry but ready-made shells are thick ,
doughy and tasteless; I do not see any thing good In
them. They may bo cheap but they taste it. As for

NU M BED SILENC E
(at this pont a rather fat official-looking man sidles
up to us and says condidentially "Sorry, kid s, I
ca n under stand your problem , bu t hell , if we let
you kids register, why pret ty soon every kid at
Colby will be down here in the hallway trying to regis
ter. Rules are rules , we can 't change ' em you know.
Th ese ladies are jus t trying to do their jobs and
th ey ' re very busy, don 't give them a hard time okay ?
Maybe if you knew someone... " This new impe tus
causes the "kid s " to take a brief excursion into rationality. Back into the deep fat frier to haul out a
healthy list of references , present and former landlords and employers. We are informed that these references will be checked out and we had better not be
try ing to fool them. They will call us at home and inform us of their verdict.
And so, having reached an apparent impasse,
is with heavy hearts full of righteous indignation , and
minds full of Swiss cheese that the young would-be
voters head up toward the fabled hill and that magnificent irrelevance which is our daily lot.
Act II Scene IV
4:30 p.m. The situation now is becoming desperate :
the polls close at 8:00 , the voter registration people
s till h av en 't called us , and w e de a rl y wish to perform
our civic duty . Frank places a call to the bad-guys '
office and this is what transpires:
Phone : "Ring ring ring. " "Hello , Voter Registration
Offic e, May I help you? " F. F. :"Ye s, hi. I' m Frank
Fiore , one of the three people who you refused to
register today, well?. .. can we register ? Phone
(shouting) : "Fio re, how come you voted on an absentee ballot from R.I. in last year ' s pr esidential
election... answer me that. If you were a Waterville
resident then, you should have voted here. Well? "
Bam , a direct hit! Frank lamely offers that votes for
presidents are equally valid (or invalid) regardless
of where they are cast. Phone (ignoring this faulty
logic with its blatant weaknesses): "Yeah , Well y ou
can 't register buddy and that' s all there is to it. "
(Hang up phone with a resounding smash. Frank:
(hangs up. ) 4:55: In desperation we decide to place a
call to a certain college official for a bit of friendly
advice about what to do next. We are referred ' to a
Waterville lawyer who tells us we 've got every right
to register in Waterville , but sinc e we have out of
state drivers ' licenses (" cept for Liz), our chances
are exceedingly dim. He likens the "lega l residence
is wherever your parents live till you get married "
hypothesis to a mound of male cow dung and advises
us that since our right to vote was , in effect , being
challenged , we should vote on absente e ballots and
contest our residency in the courts if need be. This
sounds like a good idea so we thank him and set abou t
our grim task. Off to the Ward 4 polls , t he high
school , only to be told that we 'd have to return to

City Hall to pick up our absentee ballots .
A c t III, Scene III
5:45 p. m. In a way it was really funny when we came
through that door. The voter registration ladies were
shocked , their faces literally dropped , landing on
the floor with a dull thud. Them: "Get out of here.
You can 't be registered , and therefore we can 't give
you abse nt ee b allot s , etc. , etc. " U s: "Bu t why not*
etc . " Them: "Why didn 't you register before, why did
you wait? " Note : All around us other last minute
Waterville people are being politely registered.
Us: "What about them?" Them: "Don 't get smart
with me sweetheart! I' ve had it, I' m gonna call up
and straighten this up once and for all!"
(Blank isn 't home so them leaves room momentarily
and returns with a stunning announcement, points at
Frank) :"I can let you register... j ust you! " It develop
that the reason that Frank is allowed to register is
that he signs all the rent checks. But Scott' s name
is also on the account from which the rent is paid.
Ten more minutes of begging, arguing, yelling, etc.
and Scott is also permitted to register. Liz ' s name
unfortunately, does not appear on the account and they
refuse to register her. We leave , soon to return. $1
We had the bad guys on the run but we needed to regroup our arguments. Most important , we needed to be
more stubborn than they were. Liz had a cancelled
check showing she had made a substantial contribution to the house account and thus also paid the rent.
Fortified with a new confidence , born of success ,
and certain the voter registration people had been
lulled into thinking we had been lulled into complacency by their appeasement we left the house at
7:15 for our third and final assault on that bastille
of democracy. No shock this time , the voter registration folks seemed suffused with that transcendent
inner peace which comes with the realization that
defeat is imminent. Liz (smiling broadly): "Hi , can
I register now? " Them: "Honey I told ya fifty times g
already , you can 't register. " Frank interrupts :
, would you
"Wait a moment please , Mrs.
look at this , this is the cancelled check. It proves
Liz is paying rent at our hosue. "( and so it did!)
Them (pulling a yellow register card from the desk
t op) :"O.K. dearie , sit down, what' s your name?
last name first if you don ' t mind... "
Sequel: Act V Scene 5
7:55 p. m. Our faith in the American way of life
had been vindicated in some small degree by this
victory of pig-headed stubborness over hare-brained
injustice. We pulled into the High School parkinglot with seconds remaining, and cast the votes which
were to alter the course of Maine 's history . It may
be significant that we felt compelled to celebrate
(|
our success over champagne that night. On the other
hand...

sauce, I have tasted a lot of dry pizza made with
watery, bland (canned) pizza sauce. Things go uphill
from there , with the spices and cheese and other
assorted garbage they put on the pizza .
For this particular survey I called up a number of
our local pizzerias and explained that I was rating
•Waterville pizzas . I think I kind of co nfused some of
the Sunday afternoon help. Then four of us sat dow n
to rate four pizzas— all pepperoni. Wc agreed that
Pizza Ranch made a poor pizza—n ot fair , not mediocre , it was downright poor . There was something
very peculiar about the cheese. It tasted rancid; also ,
the pizza was not done and the result was a greasy glop
We fought about tho comparative merits of Scotty 's,
Norm ' s, and Whipper s. I think the ranking put
Whlpper 's first , although I like Scotty 's best, We all
liked Norm ' s second. This was all. pretty Inconclusive, except that these places hav e good pizza for
Waterville , Maine. I rated Norm 's second becuaso
I am not very fond of their cheese. Scotty 's was first
because they had a spicier sauce (double the splcos and
and I will oven rave, maybe). Whlpper ' s had good
choose and good sauce , I suppose , but it was a dry
pizza. I canno t fire for a pizza that does not drool
down my face and burn the roof of my mouth.
The first pizza chef who begins making his own
crust will got my business forever. It would just bo
so much easier to concentrate on savoring plaza In
Maine If I did not encounter cultural shock every
time I ate one, Tho moral h ere is obvious: thoro Js moro
more to making pizza than putting It In tho ove n for
ten minutes.

Suss resigns from
Powder and Wig

;,;
by Diana Krauss
Professor Irving Suss , director of Powder and |,
Wig, has announced his resignation from that post , !
effective at the end of this academic year . Suss call!
his decision the result of a "differenc e of attitude jj
«.!
toward academic policy. "
¦
The problem lies with curricular versus extra- •
curricular theatre. Recently, students have receive'
academic credit for the production of plays, under ;i
the auspices of Special Topics. Accrediting student !
drama would undermine Colby 's voluntary drama >
program , Suss feels. "Drama production should u»
offered as a course , or several courses , but not
\
1
without the proper facilities , " Suss believes.
Tho present nomadic existence of Powder and |
Wig is somewhat prohibitiv e of any kind of theatre ,|
course. Tho Little Theatre , which functioned from |
1958 until It burned down In 19G8, had its limitati ons!
but at least it provided a permanent homo for thoatr l
at Colby. Many original student works were present 1!
there , and often , faculty and administration acted ln|
and worked on plays. Theatre was much more of a J
community activity .
w
Dr. Suss has a "high regard " for tho value of I
I
continued on page seven

j oi n facult y

Harbinger of
new directions

by Nancy McGarrah

by A. Wing Mayer

AAa thm en

One of the most influential and prolific filmmakers of the American underground is Stan Brakhage
whose Creeley/McClure was shown here last Sunday .
For many , the initial reaction to a film such as
Creeley/McClure is puzzlement and rejection. It
helps of course to understand the subject of the film
which , admittedly, is not immediately obvious in
this case. (It was, in actuality, two related portraits
of two American poets , Robert Creely and Michael
McClure, and reactions to their poetry via the film
medium. )
In order to fully understand a man ' s art , it is
by Al Harding
essential to understand the man. Stan Brakhage
It is often said in Maine , when ya ' can 't take
directed his first film in 1959 at the age of 18 and
the taters to the barrel , ya ' take the barrel to the
taters. At last week's meeting of Student Government after dropping out of Dartmouth became a director of
commercials in order to hav e the freedom to make his
Robert E. Lee Strider appeared in order to answer
whatever questions were occupy ing th e minds of Stu-G own films. He is inspired by the technical possibilities
members. President Strider answered questions on a of the camera yet his films are highly personalized '
and contributed much to the personal movements of
very wide variety of topics from what the Committee
the late fifties and early sixties. His films are more
to Study the Future of Colby will say in its report , a
subject in which President Strider has vast knowledge, successf u l than most underground films because he
spurns surrealism and experimentation. His desire
to how the Colby Student Government can gain more
influence, a subjec t to which no one seems to have an for personalism is demonstrated by the fact that most
of his films are about his own life or poetic versions
answer.
In answering a ques tion on the Committee to Study of it: His Window Water Bab y Moving,, for instance,
depi cts the birth of his own child.
the Future of Colby, President Strider continually
In addition to personalism , another concern of
stressed that basis for all decisions was economic.
Brakhage
' s is to have his films simulate the way in
There are three remaining building projects , a
which the eye "sees itself. " In an introduction to a
science building, a theater and an i nfirmary or
showing of Portraits and Songs at the Filmmakers 1
health center. The CFC is advocating a scienc e
Cinematheque in New York (winter 1965-66), Brakhage
buildi ng because money is more available for such a
project and nothing can be remodeled in order to pro- talked about achieving on film the effects of an afterimage (when the eye closing on some brigh t image
duce a new science building. The present facilities ,
retains
it for an instant) , or the sensation of seeing
Both men feel the Mathematics Department at
according to President Strider , are tremendously
specks floating before the eyes in bright daylight
Colby provides a solid basis for math majors interoverburdened as they were constructed for a college
(caused by the sight of blood molecules passing
ested in going on to graduate school. Of course it is
of one thousand students.
through
the eyes). The first of these he suggests
difficult to cover all the various sub-areas of matheRegarding a theater , President Stridor sees the
matics in a small four-year liberal arts college such
absence of adequate facilities as a true embarassment by the subtle use of fades and dissolves or a shift
from positive to negative image. The second effect
as Colby, but they do feel that for its size, the Math
to Colby. However , until some angels appear with
he feels is rendered by the graininess of 8mm film
department does offer a wide range of topics to
"a good substantial six-figure gift" , there will be
undergraduates.
plenty of enthusiasm but no money. Besides consider- being projected on a large screen. Both of these
Mr. Shepardson feels that the average Colby
ing a totally new structure , the CFC has looked at the techni ques and their accompanying effects were
obvious in Creeley/Mc Clure.
student takes his work more seriously than some
possibility of remodeling Runnals Union in order to
Because Brakhage rarely uses a story line , it is
students at larger universities. Mr. Lieberman
better accomodate theate r productions.
necessary
for him to rely on intercutting, textures ,
was also pleasantly surprised by the general attitudes
The second major area of discussion centered
masses , and patterned movements to achieve the
of the students and considers them to be both interesting around the 120 versus 105 controversy. Wlien asked
continuity of rhythmic flow. His films depend heavily
and capable.
whether or not the 120 credit hour plan is working,
on only partly planned "happenings "— they are a
One of the advantages of a small school according
President Strider responded by saying he needed a
celebration of spontaneity , a demonstration of cinema
to Mr. Lieberman is that members of the faculty
"better handle " on the flexible fifteen before he could
have opportunities to get acquainted with theirmake a final judgem ent. Martha Dewey reminded the veritc'. His Desistfilm was shot with a hand-held
camera which allowed Brakhage great freedom of
Doctor that freshmen and sophomores were forced
movement without intruding or interfering with the
to bear the complete burden of the 120 credit hour
action. Jonas Mekas , writing in Film Culture
requirement without any of the benefits of a flexible
(summer
1960) observed that Brakhage ' s spontaneous
fifteen system. To this President Strider replied
catches
the free flight of life "and has
that he would be very disappointed if some good ideas cinema
vitality , rhythm , and also the temperament of a
on flexible fifteen were not in by the end of this year.
Charlie Jcnks, having done some homework on the poem by Rimbaud , of a naked confession—all impromatter , pointed out that not only had the rising tendency visation , with no artist s hand visible ."
A true artistic pioneer seeks not only to experiment
in cumulative grade point averages been arrested but
within
the traditional framework of his medium but
had in fact noticeabl y fallen. Would it not be much more
worthwhile , asked Jenks , for a student to spend more also to work without conventional tools and methods.
In Moonlight Brakliage abandoned the technical contime on four particular courses than to spread his
eliminating
energies out over five ? Jenks then pointed to how few ventions of both filming and projection ,
camera
by
pasting
objects
like moth
the need for a
faculty members had instituted augmented credits.
wings on clear filmstrips , or eliminating the need
President Strider acknowledged the merit in Jenk ' s
for a screen by proj ecting the images on the bodies
argument.
of dancers in a discotheque. His expansion of the
The meeting with President Strider was quite
film medium by combining it with other mediastudents and each other. "There is a nicer community informal , friendly even. One could not help but feel
light , sound , dancing, live dreams—has led to
that in the Instances In which Stu-G members had a
here at Colby than at larger universities where many
various forms of mixed media entertainment. If
students have huge lecture courses , and there are
valid request , justified by facts , the President would
only in a small way , Stan Brakhage can be considered
no opportunities Cor students and faculty to meet on
attempt to further their cause.
a harbinger of new directions—a vanguard of the
a more personal basis. "
American underground cinema.
Both Mr. Shepardson and Mr. Lieberman l ike
Maine despite Its cold weather. Mr. Shepardson is
Suss- from page 6
extra-curricular theatre * he came to Colby for the
a native Now Englandor , originall y from Massachusetts
express purpose of working with a group such as
Mr , Lieberman Is from New Jersey and had never
Powder and Wig . Now , however , he is caught In a
visited Maine before coming to Colby . However he
serious conflict of purpose. Suss has been hero for
now fools that after having lived here , he could not
16 years , and has never had a theatre facility adereturn to Now Jersey.
quate for the creation of a drama or performing
Both men are Interested In track and run every '
arts major. On the other hand , students are able to
afternoon. Thoy arc running In the Intramural Cross
receive credit for Individual work in theatre ,
Country Moot , but they claim their major objective
thereby damaging the voluntary drama program which
will bo to finish the course , rather than placing In tho
does
exist.
Shepardson
rldos
a
tho race. Besides track , Mr.
Dr. Suss hopes that the problem can be solved ,
bilco to his office every day to keep in shnpo.
and
solved best by the construction of a permanent
average
sailor
himself
an
considers
Mr. Lieberman
theatre
on campus. As for Powder and Wig, the
to
locate
someone
and at tho present time ho is trying
search
has
begu n for a successor to Dr. Suss.
who owns a boat and who might bo Interested In sailing

There are two new members of the Mathematics
Department , Carl Shepardson and Gerald Lieberman.
Mr. Shepardson completed his undergraduate
work at Middlebury College and received his M. A.
and Ph. D. at Syracuse University . His doctoral
dissertation was in the area of topology . After „
teaching for one semester at Syracuse University,
he taught at the Junior High and High School level.
Mr. Lieberman received his B. A. from
Wesleyan University and finished his graduate studies
at the University of Rochester. He also has a Ph. D.
in the area of topology, but in a slightly different
phase of the field from Mr. Shepardson's area.
Mr. Lieberman was a lecturer at Nazareth College.

visits stu-g

by Diana Krauss
J ohn Gay 's The Beggar 's Op era, is a difficult
show to produce for a modern audience. Gay intended his work to be a spoof of the then-popular
grand opera , and so he gave elegant songs to pickpockets , a.nd gr a n d passions to sluts and hi ghwaymen. The satire , readily appreciable b y an 18th
century audience , is lost to us today , becau se grand
opera is simply not an issue anymore. Instead , the
issue is corruption in government, a theme which
pervades Gay 's play. This aspect of the satire , present in. the politiciaris-are-thieves and thieves-arepoliticians song lyrics, the pith y asides to the audiences, and the sequences involving bribery and evading law , needs to be emphasized if the play is to
be relevant and meaningful.

The set was extremely functional , easily m oving
from tavern to jail to store backroom . The location
of the orchestra , above the set and behind a scrim ,
was a nice touch . The musicians were excellent.
Obviously, The Beggar 's Opera had soi ne problems. It was sometimes funny, mildly satirical ,
and generally enjoyable; it could and should have
been comic , biting and memorable. The p l ay too
often was salvaged by fine acting , which is a crim e
against both actors and play. Opera has intrinsic
worth , but lacked goal and direction , leaving the
actors nothing but their courage and imagination
with which to build a play.

The Opera Beggared
On the other hand , Opera could be presented as
a spoof of early drama , by directing the actors to
overplay and exaggerate . Such a production would
take the sting out of Gay 's intent , but an audience
would be entertained for an evening.
Unfortunately, the Powder and Wi g production
of The Beggar 's Opera did not take either direction;
it was n either strongly satirical nor thoroughl y
entertaining. Instead , th e play became a length work
of muddled intent, only occasionally enlivened
by moments of comedy , generally provided by
double entendre , or the superior playing of an
actor.
Candy Burnett , in particular , sparkled as Polly
Peachum ; her performance was com petent , comfortable and delightful. She alone gave the play some
vigor , by accentuating the play 's era. Her m elodramatic gestures and fluttering eyelashes provided
context for Opera, by reminding the audience that ,
after all , it was a spoof. Ms. Burnett also sings well,
and distinctly, a com p liment which , unfortunatel y,
cannot be given to rnost of the rest of the cast.
An equally excellent performer was Gail Hansen ,
in an all-too-brief appearance as Diana Trapes. Ms.
Hansen was remarkable for the ease and accura cy
of her acting. Her carefree , relaxed abandonment
provided a believable character. She was not behaving as Di Trapes would behave ; she was Di
Trapes. Anyone onstage with either Ms, Burnett or
Ms. Hansen had a d ifficult time , as both stole the
show.
Others in the cast, although not as good , were
noteworthy. In his theatrical debut , Herb Landsman
as Macheath, brought to his role a fine singing voice
and a comfortable stage presence . Mike Y eager as
Filch and John Orefice as Lockit , gave good performances , strengthened by strong singing voices.
Jay Reed , as Peachum, acted better than he sang,
althoug h he tended to overact at times and blur the
dialogue. Karen Santic, as Mrs. Peachum , tri ed hard;
her role was funny, if o nl y because of the ludicrousriess of her costume and dialogue. Ultimately,
h ow ever , she was not convincing. S. Ann Earon , as
Lu cy Locki t , had serious problems. Her p l easant
singing v oice was not always audible , nor did it comp lement the quality of her speaking voice. She often
t ended t o scream , as an easy way out of expressing
real feeling. Her Lucy was a total shrew , wi thout
redeeming quali ties of any kin d; one wondered why
Machea th would think twice in a choice between
Lucy and Polly. The performers 'in the men 's and
women 's chorus , on t he ot her hand , seemed t o enjoy
themselves so much that the audience enjoyed them ,
too.
The production as a whole was uneven , an d almost sloppy at tim es, particularl y in its details.
Everyone drank from empty glasses and poured invisible wine out of anachronistic bottles. A washtub lacked water and soapsuds ; a haymow was fur- '
nished wi t h p illows in lieu of hay. Peachum pranced
through two entire acts with an untucked collar
before anyone noticed. Costumes were, in general ,
excellent , par ticular/ the outlandish gear of t he
whores, who also had marvellously funny make-up.
Most of the men , however, wore far too much make
up, and some of their costumes did not fit well/

b y Charles W. Bassett
\
Colb y 's Powder and Wig Dramatic Society has
gone back to the eighteenth century for it s latest
offering , John Gay 's The Beggar 's Opera. Gay
wrote a rollicking action-filled comed y which has
proved to be one of the most popular of Eng lish
plays , combining, as it does, haunting songs, broad
farce , suspense , and a cynical attitude tow a rd man 's
pretensions.
Director Irving Suss has in recent seasons presented several excellent musicals, notably a genuinel y
professional Mara t-Sade and a tunefu l and exciting
adaptation of Gertrude Stein 's In Circles.. But the ob
vious g lory of a musical comedy lies in the voices of
the principals, and The Beggar 's Opera wa s not one
of Powder and Wig 's most notable successes.
This is not to say that Suss 's cast could not
sing , but with the outstanding exceptions of Candace Burnett and Ann Earon , the voices in the current production were not ones that would enthrall
an audience . Ms. Burnett had power , excellent range ,
and impressive emotional ity, and—in certain duetsMs. Earon matched Burnett 's achievements.
But the other vocalists were not world-beaters.
Herb Landsman , as Macheath , the erotic leader of
a band of highwaymen , was effective at times,
particularly in the second act , but he found himself
beyond his depth in some of the more exotic melodies. Jay Reed , who has proved his talent as an actor
in several Powder and Wig productions , showed !
here that he can act as well as ever , even if he can 't
stir us with his few songs. John O refice and David
Pinansk y had moments of vocal power , but not
many. Another bright spot was Gail Hansen , an
attractive blond , who enhanced the chorus and her
one bi g scene remarkabl y.
Still , The Beggar 's Opera had somegoodies: a
funny and colorful "French Cotillion " danced h y
nine drunk en doxies. And a series of melodic and
melodramatic scenes between Macheath , f olly
Peachum (Ms. Burnett) and Lucy Lockit (Ms.
Earon ), Women 's Libbers mi ght h ave resented
Ma cheath' s fl agrant male chauvinism , but it was good
fun within th e context of Gay 's dramatic world,
A high point of the production was the marvelous
li ttle orchestra secluded behind a scrim overlooking
the action. Directed b y David B a il ey, th e players
(Kemp, Gille sp ie, Fraeling, and Buxbaum ) made the
18th century music come alove,
The set itself pr oved to be simple and effective
(particularly the prison door) and the play was
in telligently lit, The costumes were of the period ,
and pleasant. Ms. Burnett was particularly pretty
in h ers.
The Beggar 's Op era , t hen , scored in sornc respec ts, disappointed in others. Whatever their own
total , however , Colby 's play-goers probably apprecia t ed Cand y Burne tt 's voice , the wit of the lines,
and the color of the entire production. No one would
call it one of Powder and Wig 's all-time greats;
it wasn 't a production that stayed in the memories
of its audience after the housclights went up on
Saturday evening. The cast struggled hard with Gay 's
genius; Gay wasn't exactl y rou t ed , but The Beggar's
Opera needed more than Powder and Wig was able
to give it last weekend.

Begt ia sc _A.rts
Trio
by Winfield Policy
With humble apologies to Mr. Benbow , should I run
out of language.
At the second concert of the Colby Music Series,
subscribers were offered an evening of superlativ e
entertainment by the Beaux Arts Trio of New York.
The extraordinary group of musicians played the
Hayden Trio in A Major , the Shostakovich Trio,
opus 67, the Mendelssohn Trio in D Minor , opus49,
and , as an encore , one movement of the Dvorak
"Dumk y " Trio.
Visually speaking, the group played , as one member
of the audience aptly put it , like Walt Disney
might draw a cartoon of a trio p lay ing. No doubt
the remark was aimed particularl y at p ianist Menahem
Pressler , who p layed with such a degree of sensitivity and emotion that he could not help but display
it in his gestures and facial expressions. Unfortunately,
this proved not onl y comical, but annoying to some
listeners . However , Pressler was by no means concerned
onl y with his third of the music, but was extremel y
responsive to the string players, violinist Isidore
Cohen and cellist Bernard Greenhouse. In even the
fastest passages the group stayed together, without
sacrificing individual clarity and expression. Their
lively tempos made the Mendelssohn all the more
appealing. Likewise, their realization of the Hayden
had much more life than many interpretations.
But surely the hig h point of the evening was the
Shostakovich , which was by far the most difficult
p iece to coordinate properl y, and which afforded the
players more chances for intense expression. The
p iece also was, of course , sprinkled with that deli g htful sense of humor that is present in so many of
Shostakovich' s works.
With two fine concerts of the Colby Music Series
now behind us, we can onl y hope for two more
of such caliber.

Chan returns
f o r f inal visit

by Steve Hake
Mao Tse-tung believes that ideas can accomplish
anything. He bases this on what his ideas have
accomplished in China in the recent past. For
this reason , an examination of the ideas of Mao is
imperative if one is to arrive at an understanding
of China today. Professor Wint-tsit Chan , in an
informative and entertaining lecture entitled
'
"Mao 's Philosop h y, Tradition and Revolt ", did
just this.
Professor Chan based his examination of Mao 's
th ought on his three most important philosophical
essays. The first , written in 1937 , is entitled "On
Practice". In it Mao makes the point that knowledge
is the result of practice. One cannot really kn ow
something unless one practices it. Ideas must be
concrete and worked out if they are to be considered as objective. All that is abstract and universal , according t o Mao , is subjective.
The second essay, "On Contradiction ", also
writ ten in 1937 , mak es a dis t in ct ion be t ween t wo
types of con tradiction. There is fi rst contradiction
with the enemy, or "an t agonis t ic con t radic t ion ,"
in which there is no synthesis; rather , one mus t
overcome. The second type , con t radic t ion wi t hin
one 's group, is n ot antagonistic and can result in a
syn thesis. This distinction represents a revision b y
Mao of the classic concept of Marx and Hegel,
The third essay, "New Democra cy ", wri tt en in
1944, explains the two stages of democracy to be
found in Mao 's China. The first stage, called simp ly
the "the new democracy ", is a transitional one
made up of four groups: the peasants, the workers,
the petty bourgeois , and the state capitalists. It
is this type of democracy, not ,yc t full y communistic , that was to exist in China prior to the revolution
of 1949. The second and ul timate stage, "socialis t ic
democracy ", was to be materialistic , scien t ific , and
dic tatorial. Once all the people agree, i t is said ,
continued to page nine

Nov embe r 14, 1973 .
by Beth Van Horn
Although the Center for Coordinated Studies
realizes its programs are not for everybod y, more
people are becoming involved than ever before.
The Center is going out of its way to involve as
much of the campus as possible in its activities.
The workshops just started by the Center are
a part of this attempt. Several weeks ago lists of
people willing to become involved in some activity were distributed and other people interested
in the same activity were invited to get in touch
with them. So far response has been good. A
needlework workshop, including crochet , crewel,
embroidery, knitting, and sewing, will have its
first meeting this Thursday at 6:15 in the FossWoodman Lounge. At this point , the onl y obstacle, besides lack of interest, to putting up a workshop is the lack of time and facilities. The grap hic
arts workshop, for example, is ready to start , except its facilities are not yet complete.

specific academic slant as suggested in last week's
article, a common goal could be attained , and
perhaps the autonomy of other dorms would be more
successful.
The Center is trying to comp ile a catalog of volunteer work opportunities in Waterville. Volunteer
work could involve students more in the community
and away from the campus routine. Anyone who
knows about volunteer work or who in interested
in it should get in touch with the Center.
Possible new interdisci plinary majors are being
discussed. Studies in Western Civilization relating
literary and historical periods, is a possibility.
A "Human Behavioral Ecology " major is being formulated from suggestions in the Center's questionnaire. Comparative Literature is another idea , involving the English , Classics, and Modern Language
Departments. Studies of Western Europe are also
possible , but probably not as a major .
Several new programs for freshmen are also
being investigated. Field Biology and Field Geology

center initiates new programs
Social activities are another way of involving
people. The Center has given one fairly successful
cocktail party and hopes to do more of this type
of thing. Plans for a Marx Brothers film festival
and other activites are underway. Another possibility is informal discussions with faculty or other
interesting people.
The Center is attempting to make Foss-Woodman a more pleasant place to live. The lounges in
Foss-Woodman are to be decorated with a collection of student art. The p iano has been tuned , a
dire need in other dorms, and a new back door is
going to be installed. The bulletin boards are being
replaced with larger ones in an attempt to make
information more accessible. Foss-Woodman has
also been promised throw rugs and floor lamps by
B & G. So far , the Center's Physical Facilities
Committee seems to be getting necessary things
done. This sort of group would be a blessing to
all the other dorms as well.
Also this year for the first time the head
residents of Foss-Woodman are involved with the
Center. This makes a significant difference because
they are committed to the Center and its w ellbeing instead of only to the Deans ' office.
Foss-Woodman appears to take its dorm autonomy seriously. One Center member thinks the
success of Foss and Woodman 's autonomy comes
from the fact that they hav e a common goal:
betterment of the Center. If dormitories had a
• Oil con tinued from page one
and j et fuel from the refiner to the wholesaler , not
from the wholesaler to the consumer. Duchesneau
termed this "ineffective," claiming it to be a politi cally-oriented move.
He then noted that the Mid-East countries, especially Saudi Arabia , control sizable oil reserves. They,
according to Duchesneau , are seeking political and
economic influence , using th eir oil as collateral.
Also , although all the countries could act as a unified
mon opoly, there is incentive for one to try to gain at
the expense of the others.
Finally, in a rela t ed m ove , Canada last week raised
th e tax on oil from 40 cents to $1.90 a barrel. There
is an indic at ion t ha t Saudi Arabia, which ha s o il
refinerie s in Canada , may be changing t heir posi t i on
t oward t his "neu tral" coun t ry, in an attempt to
pla ce the United States in an undesirable position.
The oil crisis can be t raced t o t he use , or "nonuse " of other fuels. For examp le, na t ura l gas was
priced very low , consequen t ly t he demand was very
hi gh. Therefore , t he incen t ive to refine oil fell , reducing t he supp lies. Coal as an al ternative is undesirable because of environmen tal pressures; nuclear
power has not yet been a, feasible choice. All this
means pressure on the oil industry .
Wc have reached t he peak of produ ction possibili ties in the United States. Duchesneau said , how
ever , t ha t higher prices are an incen t ive t o explore
and produce more oil , on t he Eas t Coas t and in t he
ocean , for examp le, Environmen tal concerns in the
past five years have limi ted development of new
refineries, al t houg h U.S. companies had built plants

might be coordinated and combining English and
Government studies is another idea. The Center
says no more interdisci p linary studies for upperclassmen outside their majors can be planned unless
more support is forthcoming. Interdisci p linary studies are becoming more popular , however. The
Music Department , presently the onl y department
with no interdisciplinary studies, is considering
having them.
New formats for interdisci plinary studies are
being discussed. Possibilities are one or two courses
with a coordinated seminar. Mini-courses, as are
g iven now by the Sociology Department , would be
co-ordinated with a seminar. Interdisci p linary seminars unrelated to other courses are another possibility. Student seminars and one-credit special
top ics are also being considered.
The EPC has asked the Center to demonstrate
its value, and how it can contribute to the development of interdisciplinary studies at Colby. The Center
is attempting to do this, but the feeling of the Center
is that some gesture of formal support for interdisciplinary studies , either an EPC report or a statement by the Dean of Faculty, is necessary. Professors must feel that not only are they permitted
to partici pate in interdisci plinary studies, but that
they are expected to.
The Steering Committee of the Center meets
Mondays at 6:30 in the Foss-Woodman lounge.
Everyone is welcome.
right outside the country when foreign import was
limit ed. They, therefore, had access to oil , which could
th en be brought into this country.
Duchesneau noted the fact that in the 1950' s
concern for national security led us to depend on domestic rather than forei gn oil, Now , we are in an
even more precarious position , esp eci a lly a s far as
the Mid-East is concerned.
An other factor , which i s p a r t i cularly rel ev a n t
in New England , is the role of the independent dealers. Th ey h ave , in the past, pur chased their oil from
whi chever of the major companies was cheapest. The
c ompani es, under the government depletion allowan ce, gain ed a t ax a dvan t age b y selling their surpasses to independents. Now , they are unwilling to
overprodu ce, and are seeking ot her means of profi t.
This pla ces t he ind ependen t s, and New England , in
a squeeze.
Finally, Du chesneau speculated on the future.
The crisis canno t be legisla t ed away, Americans will
have to reduce their consumption of energy. Oil
companies will hav e t o swi t ch produc tion from gas to
hea t ing fuel. New refineries will have to be built ,
consequen t ly, environmen tal standards will have to
be lowered. A long-run course of action is needed ,
including, according t o Duchesneau , removal of all
price controls. Americans, he said , have t oo long
fel t that they arc entitled to certain commodities at
low prices. Inheren t in this is a reluctance to give up
certain life styles, bu t a change is necessary , and inevitable.
^_
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The
feminist
perspective
by Betty R obi nson

This is to announce that there are feminist women
and men at Colby College. Some of us know who
some of you are, but a lot of us have not been able
to find each other. This column is the first in a series
of new things to help people concerned with Feminism ,
the Women 's Movement , or Women 's Liberation
(please"riot "Women 's Lib "-it's time we took ourselves
more seriously) find each other and get together
for som e awakenings and some action. Today 's
column is devoted to announcements, but look
for us in the upcoming ECHO 's and we will have
a lot more to say.
1) As of November 2 , 1973, there is a Worn en 's
Center at the U. of Me., Augusta. The Women 's
Center sponsored the Southern Maine Women 's
Regional Planning Conference in Augusta on Nov. 4
Some of the top ics were Child Day Care Centers,
Women and the Law in Maine , Women Controlling
Their Own Bodies and Minds, Alternative Life Styles,
Elimination of Sexism in Maine School Sports and
How to Change and/or Circumvent Present Restrictions
on the Use of Human Services.
2) These are some of the same concerns of a
growing number of women and men here in Waterville
and at Colby. In answer to these concerns we have:
a) a Women 's Studies Course to be offered second
sem ester for credit (we hope)—see Eleanor Kerkham,
Mike Heitzman , or Jud y Ferster for more details; and
b) a meeting scheduled for Tuesday, November 27
at 7:30 p.m. in Dunn Lounge , Runnals Union
for Colby and Waterville women to discuss plans
for the Women 's Studies course, disseminate some
information concerning women and the medical
institution and what we are doing about it, report on the
Planning Conference at Augusta , tell you about some
good women who are poets , playwrights , authors,
and historians , and collect some ideas and information
from some of the feminists we have not run into yet.

CSFC

continued fro m pag e one

tional , research and other facilities was made in
view of the changes in the nature of science education and enrollment since Colby 's present science
buildings were constructed. Because the nature of
science education , and of science itself , has changed
tremendously since the 1940' s and 1950 's, it became evident that the facilities on campus were no
longer adequate for a high quality of science education.
The results of these studies were reported to
the Planning Committee and to the Board of Trustees at their meetings on October 25 and 26. In
addition , the Task Force also discussed its initial
studies relating to the needs for a theater and expanded health care facilities with the Planning
Committee , whi ch voted to ' encourage the Task
Force to proceed with intensive studies in all three
areas and to consult professionals outside of the
college whenever necessary , As a result of these studies, the Task Force hopes to be able to make specifi c recommendations which will alleviate the deficiencies in each of t hese areas ei t her t hrough
renovation of present facilities and/or new construe
tion.
Af t er t hese de t ailed st udies are comp leted ,
t he Task Forc e plans t o con t inue inves t iga t ions
of ot her aspe ct s of t he p hysical p lan t , as men t ioned
ab ove , wi t h t he aim of surveying t he en t ire lis t
and of making recommendations in a variety of
areas, All recommenda tions will be submitted to
the full CSFC for review and for approval or modification. The appropriate college committees,
academic depar t men t s, student groups and administ ra t ive offi cers will be consul t ed bo t h during t he
course of the studies and after irecommendations
•*have been made to the CSFC.
The study which was made of the science
facilities should be unders tood as an example of
t he t ype of st udy which t he Task Force hopes t o
be able to conduct in all its areas of investigation.

^^^^^^^^ ;
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East-Asian from page 1
present, because, according to President Strider ,
the fund is being held until the accumulation of the
interest is sufficient to maintain a full faculty position in the East Asian program. Mr. Elison , who
is concerned that the program remain alive, said
that although he fully appreciates the validity of the
President's point of view, he is also forced to recognize that unless some of the money is spent soon,
there will be-nothing to spend it on when the principal accumulates to the sum that the President envisions. Despite having been a successful experiment ,
with constant student interest, for almost ten years ,
the program ' s continued existence is still in question
Exactly what constitutes this program? Colby
requires two years of an East Asian language. A full
program , with an uncertain future , in Japanese language and literature is taught by Ms. Eleanor Kerkham, and Chinese is offered in a tu torial and language tape program. The language requirement can
also be fu lfilled at other American schools and
during the Junior year abroad in an Asian nation.
Colby has an exchange program , available to one
student, at Kansai University in Osaka , Japan , but
the other students who wish to study abroad must
apply as independents or try to latch onto one of the
programs sponsored by other American universities.
In addition to the language requirement , an East
Asian Studies major must take 21 hours in approved
East Asian courses selected from various departments which include Art , Philosophy/Religion, Modern Languages (Japanese), History and Government.
Most of the departments are limited to one or two
courses , "but East Asian History and Government are
well covered by Elison and Rosen , who with Kerkham
make up the East Asian triumvirate.
Recently Colby has been invited to join the Associated Kyoto Program, a one-year program of study
in Kyoto, Japan, in cooperation with Doshisha Univer
sity. Other colleges are Carle ton, Williams, Wesleyan, Amherst , Mt. Holyoke, and Connecticut College. Colby has not yet acted on the invitation but
students have been able to partici pate in the program
when space has been available; last year one student
was in Kyoto and this year two are on the program.
If Colby accepts membership, Colby students will
be assured of the opportunity of studying in Japan
and will be able to receive Kyoto program scholarships.
So far most of the emphasis has been on Japan
but Colby students have also graduated with a
background in Chinese studies. Colby ' s lack of formal Chinese instruction has been overcome by the
perseverant student in ma ny ways. Some students
have taken special topic s with faculty members fluent in Chinese. The exchange program with Pomona
College in Claremont, California gives the opportunity for a cours e of instruction particularly strong in
beginning Chinese. With one year of Chinese groundwork, the second year can be taken abroad , with
possibilities including Taiwan and Singapore; in the
future , perhaps , Colby students will be able to study
in Peking . So, for the student with the Red Star in
his eyes of 'the one who strives to attain the ancient
wisdom of China , it is possible , and some of Colby 's
most interesting people have done it, such as Steve
Orloff , '71 , who will speak and show slides on
Nov. 29.
Colby was in the vanguard of instituting undergraduate East Asian Studies , and many think it
should not be allowed to be dissipated now or in the
future. Last year the faculty voted almost-unanimously to continue the program as it is. The one
dissenting vote felt the resolution was not strong
enough. Student interest exists . Although enrollments are not great In number, they correspond to
and in some cases exceed , large university enrollments in terms of percentage. According to Ms.
Rosen, the problem the program at Colby faces today
is not the number of enrollments In the major--but
rather the enrollments in the classes . Current Colby
emphases on teacher productivity requires that a
sizeable minimum of students be registered in each
course. The program is under attack now, she said.
becuase it does not draw enough non-majors. According to Ms. Rosen, students who do not plan.to specialize In East Asia do net seem to realize the value of
taking some study in East Asia as part of a liberal
arts education.
Yet. as Asia' s role in world affairs expands , so
must America 's understanding of Asia expand * Ten
years ago East Asian Studies was confined to the
scholarly pursuits of the graduate students of largo
prestigious universities. Now the academic commu
nity has recognized the necessity of broadening tho

base of East Asian Studies , and large and small col
leges alike have begun to institute undergraduate pro
grams. Colby has an important obligation to move
ahead in East Asian Studies.

Committees from page 2
'
tectural , AFROTC, Campus Natural Environment ,
Commencement, Examinations and Schedules,
Foreign Study and Student Exchange, Freshmen Week
Honorary degrees, Professional Preparation , and
Safety). It was felt that these committees could be
handled by the other existing committees, or by various administrative offices and experts. Because of
specific objections by the faculty and later Stu-G , this
proposal was referred to the Administrative Committf
for further study.
Due to the failure of both Con- Cons , the commit
struc tur e is one of the most important vehicles by Ms
faculty and students can be effective participants in thi
decision making processes of the collega It is precisely because of this that the deliberations of the I
Administrative committee are vitally important to
both groups.
Because of the vital importance of this issue , the
administrative committee feels that it is important
to get opinions from outside the committee. The
mechanism for faculty input is being set up and on
behalf of the student members of the committee
(Bonnie Ni elson, Larry Potter, and Dave Roulston) ,
I can say that we would welcome any opinions from
the student body communicated either through a
Stu-G rep or directly to us.
)
I will now present some of my own opinions concerning committee consolidation. The first precept oi
committee organization is that committees are not
set up to perform the functions of an administrative
office. Most committees should function in order >l
to formulate policyconcerning the college. Too
often in the past committees have dealt with individual
situations without formulating a consistent policy;
once a policy is formulated many of these individual
cases can be handled by the appropriate administrator
thu s ending a lot of wasted time. Membership of the
committees should be set up in a way that would not
have the committee members reviewing their own
offices. Administrative membership while very
important because of expertise and experience should
be kept at a minimum because this representation
is both redundant and counterproductive to any adeMed-school from page 2
quate review of that office. Student and faculty
and hospitals is almost a necessity, helping to dispel membership should
also be as small as possible and [§|
any Marcus Welby myths about what medicine is
based upon interest and experience in the committee 'fM
really like. A summer of work in hospital mainparticular field. This would Miave a twofold effect of 1
tenance or as a technician will give one a lasting
curtailing committee size and thus increasing efficienc l
appreciation for the realities and inequities of the
and provide the committee with highly motivated
1
hospital hierarchies which will stand a physician
members. The committee structure can be further [I
in good stead , preventing the egomanical tend encies
streamlined by the abolition of certain non-policy
il
so common in the "healing profession. "
committees that serve a purely administrative function,^
In a ddi t ion, a clear understanding of jus t how
Examinations and Schedules and Safety are prime
|
health care in the United States is delivered , and
examples of this type of committee. Other necessary |
who makes the enormous profi ts from illness in our
non-policy making committees should have flexible
I
country , would be very valuable. There are numerous memberships involving
participating parties, t.
books and articles published on the subject , and
Commencement, Freshmen week, and Professional
lectures or discussions could be easily arranged.
Preparation are good examples of this type of committee
Having entered medical school , it is the eas iest and
Finally, committee functions should be so defined as
most seductive process in the world to be drawn into to keep areas of conflicting
jurisdiction to a minimum.
the mercenery web of the AMA and establishment
In the cases of conflic t there should be more emphasi^j
medicine , with its plans for bigger and better profits upon cooperation either
through joint meetings or more
for physicians , hospitals , and drug and insuranc e
especially through joint ad hoc subcommittees.
companies. A firm comprehension of the situation
Obviously these are onl y a few personal opinions
before entering medical school would prevent much
concerning ways to make the committee struc ture more
moral erosion later on.
efficient and responsive, Other suggestions to the
Fi nally, the most important preparation for med- Administrative
committee will be most welcome.
ical school , as well as the most difficult to define ,
• Regis trar from page 3
is the general area of "interpersonal relations . " The
essence of being a physician is to be sensitive to the
complete all requirements in these hours. Superneeds of people , and to be able to effectively commun ficially this looks like a 2.0 average requirement.
icate with people. Relativel y little time is at nresent In fact , it means that although failed courses may
spent in medical curricula in this area. Any kind
bring one 's cumulative average below 2.0, they do
of preparation , whether in a formal academic sense, not affect the 210/105 computation.
or through volunteer counseling programs , or even
Any credits earned in addition to the 105 carrying
.,;
by sitting down and thinking about oneself and one 's
the required 210 quality points need be no higher
relationships with others , would be very valuable.
than "D" . Like failed courses they will be computed'"''
In cumulative averages , because they are graded
The novelist Walker Percy once described the
courses , but will not affect the 210/105 computation.
physician 's role as meeting others wandering
A rather widespread misunderstanding is that no
around In the darkness , and helping them , If only a
little , to pass on in their journey. Not the glamor of grade below "C" will count toward the fulfillment
of distribution or quality requirements. A grade of
"Medical Center " perhaps , but a lot closer to the
truth .
"D" will count} however, each hour of "D" Included
In tho basic hours must be balanced by an hour of
"B".
Transferred credits carry 2 quality points per
credit hour toward the 210/105, but as noted above
thoy do not figure in averages. This has given rise
to the misconception thnt such credits como in as
"C' s". They aro simply credits toward the degree ,
but because of Colby 's almost uniqu e quality require'
ment, quality points must be assigned. Noto that the
net result is that a student still needs a 2.0 average
in Colby courses passed; the requirement would be
the same of tho requirement were stated in terms of
averages. Another intended result iu that a "D"
earned at Colby cannot bo offset by a ''B" elsewhere.

Gridmen quick
to master bate s
by Dan Rapaport
The Colby College football team ended a long and
frustrating season on a bright note last Saturday
with a 14-0 win over arch-rival Bates. Two touchdown
passes by sophomore quarterb ack Jimmy Hayes provided the offense and a fired-u p Colby defense stymied
•
the less than potent Bobcat attack to prevent the
Mules from going through a winless season, Pete
Gorniewicz gained 102 yards on the day to go over
the 1000 yard for the third consecu tive year. The
brilliant junior running back finished the ballgame
blocking for running-mate Don Joseph (in his final
game) as the Mules tried to get their co-captain a
touchdown.
After a fumble-filled first quarter, the Mules
put together a drive mid-way through the seco nd
period to take the lead. Colby got on the board as
Hayes hit Jerry Minihan , also in his final game,
in the end zone from seven yards out. The extra
point attempt was missed and afte r each team failed
to move, the Mules took a slim 6-0 lead into the locker
room at the half.
The third period produced the longest Colb y

scoring play of the year as Hayes lofted a long pass
which John Bawot ran under for a fifty-two yard
touchdown. Hayes hit Dennis Lundgren for the
two-point conversion to up the Colb y lead to 14-0.
The fourth period was directed at getting G orniewicz
his 1000 yards and,,after that was accomplished the
chilled home-crowd was sent home happy. A strong
Colby pass rush led b y Len Saulter and Jack Parker
completely throttled the Bates offense as the Mule
defense,which came oh strong toward the end of
the year.had another fine afternoon.
This win had been a long time coming for
Coach Dick McGee, his assistants and the players;
but at no tim e during this exasperating year did the
Mules lose their determ ination. With a number of
underclassmen getting valuable game experience this
year, better things can be expected from the Colb y
footb all team in the years to come.

Boote rs
wind up

Bowdoin. Goalie Bruce Carmichael had his token
great game in goal, as he was playing his last game
for Colby. Fullbacks Andy Bagley, Chet Hick ox,
Paul Pape, John Pace and Jim Porter all should be
recognized as they formed what had to be one of
the best defenses in the state. In all, the Colby
defense was scored upon only 13 times in 11 games
Offensivel y, one must realize that without John
Harris , the Mules would have been shutout on a
number of occasions. The Junior wing netted a
total of eight goals, including four in the opener vs.
Clark. Other solid performers up front included
Terry Reilly, Rob Spurtle, and Scott Pickett , only
a sophomore. Half-back Rick D avis was solid all
season, and really chipped in after the loss of star
center-half-back Kevin Ryan. Captain Steve Horan ,
although not often mentioned , provided tremendous
leadership and hustle all season, and deserves a great
deal of credit. He demonstrated a high degree of
ability all year long.
Coach Mu-K'ai and his team can look forward to
next year with great optimism. Things can only improve
for the Mules, who are young and on the way up.

by Brad Cohen
The Colby College soccer team comp leted their
1973 season with a 0-0 tie with Bowdoin last Wednesday,
November 7. It marked the third time that Colby
has been involved in scoreless ties, in a season that
ended with a 3-3-5 record .
As always, the Mules ' defense was strong against
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SPECIAL RATES TO COLBY PARENTS

home of Maine sea food

HEARTIEST PLATE IN TOWN

at the

Arnold
Motel

Fabulous Antipasto Salads. Grinders , Ravioli
Delicio us Steaks , Lasajna . Ma nicoti

BEST LIQUOR SELECTION IN MAINE
dynamit e drinks at
very reaso nable prices
Orders to Go

873-379 1

ALL HOME COOKING

and WEBBER'S STEAK HOUSE

dM»
^B

Wondering what to do
with your hair?
Come in and ask ns.

Free Shampoo with Haircut during November
(ladies also)
XllC

Village Barbers
113 Main St.

.
—

Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page

Send for your up-to-date , 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

Between Waterville and Fairfield
On RoutesQq201 , 100 ,and 11
%q
Colo r television
g
f ^Jm
*
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Swimmingpool

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE , INC.

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE # 2
LOS ANGELES , CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493

Phones

MAINE'S FINEST

-Service

34 maun st waterv ^lK
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Hemphill's
Saddle Shop

Cocktails
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invites
all Colby students
to our New Tack Shop
complete line of Western shirts ,
pants , jackets and boots
Also Lee Dungarees and Jackets
10% discount to all Colby students
Located on Oak Grove Rd.
No. Vassalboro between
Rt. 201 and Rt. 32
10 min. from ' Waterville

Ap*tC

Webber Stea h House yJg&g
% Sea Food '^f^T

$\ I

• Tei . 207'453-901 1

3 M>n *o<\h of downtown Watervill e on Rts. 201 • 11 & 100
Cpen 7:00 a.m to 10 p.m.,- weekends to 11 p.m.

Ro lbh W.A t kins Co.

Typewriters

N arby

Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

GET SOME LOVIN' BACK

-Sales

^ ^

phone: (207) 8 72-273 5

Air Condit ion ing

G I V E SOMEBODY D U N K I N DON LIS j &Wfi fJ
^

cameras • su pplies
photofi nish ing

(gg)
^

Qua lity Food; Good Service. Low Prices , and
ju m ihe right amt, of atmosphere at:
(Maine 's Finest Little Steak House )
P'
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PUBLIC OFFERING

The Millers Thamb
PUB
FA RE

LIQUID EMBELL ISHMENTS
Btar fligh t and dark] on Tap
Wine — Import *) Bottltd IBtart

COCKTAILS
SNACKS

ChMtt and Dirfc Brtad
Pluai
302Watar St . 622-4637 Aufl uata
OLD ENGLISH ATMOSPHERE

URBA N RENEW A L
On Thursday , Nov. 15 Paul Mitchell of the
Waterville Urban Renewal Authority will talk on
the relationship between the Authority and the local
and federal governments , and on what the Authority
has accomplished. The talk will be at 7:30 p. m. in
Sturtevant Lounge. It is sponsored by the Colby
Environmental Council.

Chan from page 8

FEDERA L JOBS

there will be no difference and all will obey.
Professor Chan also examined Mao 's thought in
its relationship to traditional Chinese thought. Several similarities and differences were noted. Mao
shares with Confucius , for example , a belief in
utopia. In addition , Mao ' s emphasis on practice can
be readily compared to the classic Confucian doctrine
of Wang Yang-ming that knowledge is intelligent
action, and action is applied knowledge. Also , the
idea of contradiction , or the distinction of two
opposite ideas , is an outstanding feature of Chinese
thought, the theory of Yin and Yang being one of the
most well known examples , and tlie Tao of the

The U.S. . Civil Service Commission has
announced the filing deadline for 1974 summer jobs
with Federal agencies. Those who file by November;
will be tested between January 5 and 26; by December 28, between February 2 and 16; and by January 25, between February 23 and March 9. Complete
instructions and information are contained in CSC
Announcement No. 414, "Summer Jobs in Federal
Agencies " available from the Civil Service Commission , Washington, D. C. 20415.
CENTER WORKSHOP

Tdni'c f c l'onvoconl-inn ' f Vio c\7nflincic r»f cii/-»V» nnnnc ib

and opposing forces.
"But an important difference is also apparent
here. The classic ideal has always been harmony
and peace, as opposed to the struggle of Mao. In
addition , Taoism and Confucianism both tended much
more toward a laissez faire type of government, in
contrast to Mao ' s insistenc e on a dictatorship led by
the Party. Also , traditionally China ' s government
has been civil , and the military has not been emphasized , but in China today this is no longer the case.
Chan.stated that as things become more relaxed ,
China may increasingly return to traditional ways ,
yet it will not be a total return. Mao ' s hope , shared
by Chan, is to "reject the wors t, and select the best'

The Center for Coordinated Studies is sponsoring its first workshop. Anyone interested in learning anything about knitting, crochet , needlepoint ,
sewing, crewel, or embroidery is invited to attend
this initial meeting. Thursday Nov. 15 at 6:15 p.m
Foss-Woodman Lounge.

GENEVA SEMESTER
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Kent State University is offering a semester in
Geneva study ing the United Nations and the conditions necessary for advancement of world stability
and peace- The program , January 23-May 24 , 1974
is open to sophomores , juniors , and seniors. Up
to 32 quarter credits may be earned. For further
information contact the Center for International and
Comparative Programs , Kent State U . , Kent , Ohio
44242. The deadline is December 3.
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Colby Hillel Soc iety in memory of Ellen Y. Oestrich ,
and a grant from Stu-G , H i llel has purchased the
recently published Enc yclop ed ia Ju di ca and donated
it to the library In Ellen ' s 'memor y. The work ,
wh ich has been placed in the library ' s reference area ,
cons ists of 16 volumes , and com p rehens i vely covers
all areas of Jewish culture and rel igion , includ i n g a
large sect ion on the modern State of Israel.
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PO ETR Y READIN G
On Wednesday, Nov. 14 at 4 p. m., Louise
Gluck will give a poet ry reading in Jette Gallery,
Bixler. Presently teaching at Goddard College ,
Ms. Glu ck has published In many anthologies and
j ournals , including Poetr y, New American Review ,
New Yorker , and Atlantic . Hor first book ,
Firs tborn , was published in 1968.

THINK THE LIBRARY NEED S NEW BOOK S ^
If you have suggest ions for books to be ordered
for the librar y ' s regular collection , pick up yellow
"Library Recommend at ion " cards In the Libraria n ' s
office (Miller Libr ary, 105), fill In tho necessary
Information , and return tho cards to the office.

PEA CE CORPS/COLLEGE DEGREE PROGRAM
The State Univers ity of New York at Brockport
has announced a Peace Corps/College Degree Program for the purpose of training teachers in math ait;
science to be stationed overseas as Peace Corps
volunteers for two years. The emphasis is on
Francophone Africa. The fifteen month program
is geared to volunteers who have furnished the
equivalent of a 2 year program. For more informal!
write : Peace Corps/College Degree Program, 112
Hartwell Hall , SUC Brockport , Brockport , N. Y.
14420.

November 14, 1973
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VA CA TION LIBRA RY HOURS

Miller Library will keep the following hours
during Thanksgiving recess:
Friday, 16 November
8 a. m. -5 p. m.
Saturday-Sunday
17-18 November
Closed
Monday-Wednes day
19-21 November
8:30 a. m. -5 p. m.
Thursday-Saturday
22-24 November
Closed
Sunday, 25 November
12 noon-11 p. m.
Both the Pit and the cubes will be open on their
normal schedule when the rest of the library is
closed.
Portable microfilm readers may be borrowed
for use in your rooms during -periods when the
library is closed. They should be checked out (on
presentation of your ID card) at the reserve desk.

PERSONALS

Then Tinydune said in a confident tone: "We have
this vegetable all worked out... "
Happy Birthday STEVE from MWBJJJ M and A
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ORACLE PHOTOGRA PHY CONTEST DEADLINE
The Oracle would like to remind all those inter
ested in the Photography contest to submit pictures
as soon as possible. Pictures may be turned into
the desk at Roberts Union. The deadline for submissions is Christman vacation.

SENIOR PICTURES
Seniors are reminded to turn their senior pictures
in to the Oracle as soon as possible. Pictures should
be given to Libby Corydon In 118 Johnson Hall.
CLASSIFIED : Seniors—decorations for the Senior
Class Reception December 7. Please get In touch
with Bonnie Nlelson , If you have any contributions
"handmade " or "store-boughton ",

PAPERBACK EXCHANGE
A paperback exchange has been set up in the Pit,
Look over the titles , borrow, and replenish the
supply l£ you can.
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We are read y now
with a tremendous
selection of Ski ideas

Down
Ski J ackets
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Warm-u p Pants
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Gloves & Mittens
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. After Ski Boots
Choose from :
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Sportcaster - Woolrich - Comf y
ProMark - Bass - Bates
and man y other famous make s.

Dress Ri ght for the Slopes
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CALL ING ALL SKIERS
Rossi Concorde 1
Look Bindings
Installing
Engraving
reg. 172.50
now $139.90

* 4^>
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last y eors skis Rossi G.T. ski
20-50% off (swiss team ski)
Rosemont Bindings

boots w/purvalue: 255.00
chase of $100. now : $179.90
Wood t-Bird Ski Skis: Rossi
Olin
Cubco Bindings
p
A i ae
Poles
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20% off on all
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Installing

Engraving
,c
7n
reg: 70.45
now: $55.00

Hart

Blizza rd
Boots :Caber
Nordica
Bindings: Look

Marker

Cubco
Buy where your Nordic cross
country skis
coaches buy
phone:453-2234 were : 48.80
now : $19.90
We deliver!!

I" SILVER ST. - FT. HALIFAX
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After the game
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you can co unt on
Joe Reny wh en
you leave your car

873-333 1
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Drop in for a delicio us
^ ^f*fYrnI Q
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Roast Beef Sandwich or Pizza
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Groceries

Italians

Dagwood

CO LD BEER

HANCOCK RESEARCH NOTE S
120 North 8th Street
Camden , New Jersey 08102
Telep hone : (609 ) 365-7857

Tel. 873-4372

4 7 Water Street

B E R R Y 'S

SERVING COLBY STUDENTS AN D
FACULTY FOR YEARS

|24 Hour Mail Orders or" Quality Material
fComp lete With Bibliography & Footnotes
[Lowes t Prices GUARANTEED - Compare & See
iSEND $ 1.00 for a Complete Listing
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Proud to be Your

Foo dser vice

Beef and Brew
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Olympic Ski
Bindings
Tomic Poles

79"

AMERICAN FAMILY
P LAN NING

$60.00
46.00
6.9?

I

.

Save $21.00
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GO CROSS-COUNTRY
I Roiiignol Ski'
Vilfom Binding
Labor & Engrav.

Save $41.50

nufai *

$45.00 I I Head Lt Ski
8.00
Labor & Engrav ,
8_50
Vlllom Binding

s34™ sm w i

Total $6 1.50
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Total $70.99
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$135.00
46.00

30.00
3.50
4.99
8.50

Binding
Safety Strap
Tomic Poles
- Labor & Engrav.

134" s fl ve $61.50

Bindings
Tomic Poles
^
Labor & Engrav.
111
(
Total
S

Call (215) 449-2006
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Head "GK03" Ski

33

AMERICAN FAM ILY PLANNING IS A
HOSPITA L -AFFILIATED ORGANIZATION OFFERING YOU ALL ALTE RNATIVES TO AN UNWANTED PREGNANCY. FOR INFORMATION IN YOUR
AREA CALL:

A Medical Serviceto Help You
1 ¦¦¦¦¦¦___ ----- ____¦¦ ¦¦¦¦¦_¦_¦¦_
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COLBY SPECIALS
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Tyrol Boots
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35.00
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STEREO
COMPO NENTS
MclNTOSH
KLH
ADVENT
BOSE
DUAL
SANSUI
B & O
GARRARD

THORENS
WOLLENSAK
KENWOOD
KOSS
J.V.C.
STANTO N
ALTEC-LANSING
R EVOX
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TANDBERG
TDK (Tape )
SONY
MARANTZ
PHI LIPS
SHERWOOD
SHURE
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NEXT WEEK'S SPECIALs
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A MIND-BENDING TRIP FROM THE BEGINNING ...TO AN ENDYOU CAH'T FORGET!
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